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General Assembly falls one s ort

••

By Regina Mack ·
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Howard Univ"Crsity Student

' A Glance at This Week's Hilltop

NO CHARGE:

More consumers are
putting down the plastic and picking up the cash.
A7

ON THE ROAD: After
the Bison meet the Bulldogs of
South Carolina State tomorrow,
they will be away until
Homecom'ing on Nov. 2. B7

A

•

NEW

HOME:

Howard Plaza Towers now
Verrett: llllkJI houses THE HILLTOP as its old
to etudenlll Bi
home at 2217 Fourth Street,
N.W. was demolished last Friday. A2

NO

'

SUCH

THING:

Eraka
Rousoronda believes real "black colleges"
haven't existed since 550 A.D. AS
'
•

RIGHT TO VOTE: Togo President G.

a

Eyadema will soon be replaced · as
democratically-elected leadership will be .chosen.
A9

ENSLAVED: The illiteracy rate of the 90
percent black population of Brazil is twice that of
whites. A9

Association's (lWSA) General Assembly ,

failed IO obtain a quorum_Wedncsday at its
'.
first meeting of the year. Olily one vote
was needed for the body to conduct
business.
The fall budget for HUSA and requests
from student organintions for funds from
the HUSA General Assembly Programs
budget we~ amoog the items listed on the
agenda for Wednesday's meeting. The
programs budget of $14,615 is distributed
at the beginning of each year.
The absence of a quorum at this
meeting la a problem which bu plagued
the body for the put two yoan. Lut year,
sevenl WllUcceuful attempts_were made
to consider the piograms budget. The
problem of obtaining a quorum is one that
bu left many student le~ders somewhat
baffled.
"Maybe the representatives are required
to attend too many meetings in one month.
I don't know (what the problem is)," said
Tracy L. Mcferrin, coordinator of the
Undergraduate Student Assembly (UGSA).
''I don't think the excuse of not knowing i!'
valid at all."
·
Mcferrin said communication was sent
to all representatives during the summer
concerning meetings of the Undergraduate
· Student Assembly and the HUSA General
Assembly.
Attendance =ords show 60 percent of

the 25 voting undergraduate members of
General Assembly were present while
only one of eight graduate students was at
the meeting.
"It is very diffic:ult for them to make it
to the meetings. One of the biggest
problems is that al least two sdlools (Law
and Divinity) are located outside the main
campus," safe! Dennis Anyamele,
coordinator of the Graduate Student
Assembly.
Anyamele said he reminded those
attending the GSA meeting, held Sept. 10,
about Wednesday's meeting. However,
only three sc:bools were represented at the
GSA meeting.
"They don't have an urgency to go to
these meedoga. To them, they're not as.
Important u their own (student council)
meetings,• Anyamele uld.
The HUSA General Asaembly ls
composed of the members of the
Undergraduate Student Assembly and the
Graduate Student Alsembly, which both
consist of elected ~p~entatlves from the
17 schools and colleges.
''Until students
make .' their
representatives
accountable
and
responsible as leaders. we will never have
a quorum," said HUSA President Ivan
Bates. "Student councils~ need to relieve
these people of their positions. We don't
need to wait until April to replace them.''
The next General Assembly meeting is
scheduled for Oct. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in Room
126 of Douglass Hall.

Y deaota Plue.at
N denotes absent .
•Roll Provided by James Swaa, Recordln1 Secntal')', H.U.S.A

•

J' denotes Proxy

•

•

GET UP:

Howard students should give-up
their annual sleep-in on Convocation Day and
experience a 55-year-old tradition. A2

ISOll

'

•

IT'S 'l'IME:

BET's YSB
debuts on newsstands this
month. Bl
•

.•

R

&

)

.

G STYLE:

Contemporary gospel "No
Name Necessary" will perform
YSB, new m1g at Black Family Reunion
tor young
tomorrow. Bl
blackl

ers

.-.axtd

RB J.J. Carpenter ,s teps Into the end
zone In Howard's 211-21 victory over.
Florida A&M last Saturday at Greene
stadium

Campus
Tempo
Books
Comics
Business and Finance
Intematlonal
Commentary
Editorial
Sports
Hilltopics

A2
Bl
B2
B9
A7
••

•

A9
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A4
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BlO

See story on page B7 1

HUSA makes ready for Community Day 1991
By Telh1 ll1Hey
Hiiitop Start' Writer
At leut 4,000 people are expected to
fill .the m•in yard on campus tomorrow for
Community Day '91 sponsored by the
Howard University Student Association
(HUSA), in cooperotion with D.C. (-Oorncil
member Frank Smith of Ward I.
"Community Day will promote the
strengths and beauty of the surrounding
community and present the notion tb1t
Howard is a true, community·based
University," Talib Karim, HUSA
community out-ch director, said.
During halftime, at the Howard.SOUth
Carolina State home football game, Smith
will present President Franklyn Jenifer
with an official proclamation from the
District Mayor Sharon Pratt Dixon
designating Sept. 21 as Community Day in
the Diltrict of Columbia.
The purpose of the event la to expooe
members of the community to the
Ualver1ity'1 commitment to its
surrounding area while creatlna an
1111-.pbere for community intenctlon and
appieciation.
The theme of the day is •A return of •
blad: power, pride, and -1.•
"When we say black power we mean
·that It's time for Howard to work with the

-

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"The sight of freedo.m looming
on the horizon should encourage
us to redouble our efforts. It is
'
only through disciplined mass
action that our victory can be
assured."
Nelson Mandela
African National'
Congress
(ANC)

community II empoweriq illelf. Howard
can serve u a tool," Karim aaid. Wf1Jtlng
about black pride, we ·talk about heritage
and culture. Black soul is the phy1ic1l
strength shown in ow chil-, leaden and
art," be added.
The day-long even~ will kick-off with a
parade from the Reeves Municipal
Buildin& (14th a: U S11<et) to the Howard
main campus beginning at 10 Lm. Severo!
campus organizations, a high school
mardrlng band. and several decorated cars
and floats will take part in the parade.•
"Duling the parade, we hope that local
vendors will be patronized. They lost a lot
of business due to the construdion of the U
Street metro ststlon," Karim said.
The Bison football team, for the first
time in Comm.unity Day history, bas been
incorporated as an added attraction for the
day u they are set to play the Bulldop of
South Carolina State Univen\ty al o..ene
Stadium at 1 p.m. Members of the
community .will be encouraaed to attend
the game by having free admittance for the
tint 400 people.
Following the - e ,· a Oxnm!lllity Day
feotlval will take place cm the mal• yard of
the campus. P.dueationll boodla, vending
stands, entertainment -ud games will be
available for a,t udentrand community

members to enjoy .
"Stude~ts would greatly benefit fro"\:interactiog with people from the
comm'unity at the festival. They can also
bear some really good musicians such as
the Antonio Parker Jazz Quartet and
Pleasure, along with inspirational speakers,
poets and African 'dancers," Karim said.
Proceeds from the Community Day will
be used to fund other community outreach
activities such as the Big Brother/Big
Sister program, tutorial services and peer
counseling programs.
Karim said that through the Community
Day, be hopes that negative perceptions
that the community bas of Howard
students, and vice versa, will be broken
down. "I hope that everyone will have a
more true understanding of how Howard
and the community is interconnected,"
Karim said.
,
Thousands of Oyen have been posted In
and around the Howard community to
make the event as much publicized as
possible. The community bas been
encourqina and respoitsive, accordina to
Karim. ..People are calling and asking
bow they can help," be said. ''The Howard
campus will be treated to 1ome rare
opportunitiea oa Saturday. It would be a
shame for someone to miss it," be added.
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Staffers
bid
'house'
farewell

Hilltop Staff Writer

down.

In 1968,THE HILLTOP moved
from the Univenity center (now Cook
Hall) to 22lS 4th St., which waa
where Upward Bound wa1 recently
located until l11t week. The Blaon
yealbook wu upatain.
Dr. Carl
Anderson, form~r vice president of
student affairs, lived in the house
before it was occupied by THE

}!III.TOP.
'
•Jt was really nice because tbat
whole raw of holllld wu occupild by
faculty and 1talf mombon,• Alldenon 1174-71 HILLTOP ltatf In front
•
aid.
'
In 1975., TIIE HILLTOP moved 81 ..
. DUI ~oor Into Ibo rod brick houae 11
"I remember •ittlna on the porch all
2217 4th St. The houae boc•me the the time aiid w1tchln1 folb pm by.
home of THB Hill.TOP for the next There weren't any chairs on the
16 yean.
porch, IO we were always b•nai·na on
Tho house holds many memorie1 the r1iiin1." 11id 1971-72 Sports
for put HD I TOP llaff membera.
Editor Lena WUli1m1.
"It wun 'I the mo11 1ocure houae
The houae hu many atoriea to tell,
(1truc1urally), but it still hu a lot of even love 1toriea.

i
1

Earle Eldridge wu campus editor

place

where many ideu were born. It wu a In 1984. ·He bepn hil career at the
place where you went every clay. It is house and is now a reporter for
golna to feel funny driving up Fourth Gannett Noivs Service.
Street .tn~ n~t_, s~i.na_ !hat ~ouae," . Shirley Canwell. wu a copyedi~~r
. Roge.::ai.emr 1aid..:Cbeeley w.1 .•!\1,tho ~~"!•at ~f. lb~ ~o)ISe. She ..
man•sea ~di11>r o( tit• paper In l!ISG- oow a copyeditor at tho Washington

of the hou11
Poat.
"That buUdlna bu 1011 of moaning
to me. When I finished my work, I'd
10 downstairs where my girlfriend
was a copy editor,''Eldridge said.
Eldridge eventually married
Canwell.
"When I drove down Fourth Street
the other day, I saw the buUdlna wu
gone. It kind of hit me hard. I don't
think my wife knows yet," Eldridge
added.
THE HILLTOP house bas many
unt~ld stories. As the bricks ca_me
turiibl,ilig dOwn last Friday, 5o did 16'
yean of pride and tradition.

•

In preparation for the addition to
tho Bethune Hall, THE HILLTOP
moved out of its location at 2217 4th
Street and into the plaza level of
Howard Plaza Towers West this
summer.
'' Initial plans to move begin five
years ago when the demand for more
student housing on campus prompted
a proposal to extend Bethune·
Cookman re sidence hall, '' said
Raymond Archer, Dean of Student
Life and Activities.
'' When (Dr. Franklyn G.) JCnifer
came~ into office, bonds were- issued to
build tho Bethune' addition and other•
locations for THE HILLTOP were
soupt," he added.
Since 1988, Archer said, areas on
Georgia Avenue as well u the School
of Communications were pinpointed
as possible homes for THE HIILTOP,
but problems t1uch as the costs for
renor ations arose in those locations.
Finally last year, the Office of Student
Life and Actlvitiea located the 1p1ce
in the Howard Plaza Towera Weit.
Marvin Wh1111one, community
director of the Towora, said tho 1paoa
was orlpnally intended for a day cue
center. There were not enouah fund&
needed for the proaram, and the space
remained vacant.
Concerns were rafsed about the
now locodon by both THE HILLTOP
advisers and the Towen mknaaement.
Archer said their main concern was to
get into a space, in order to have
uninterrupted publishing of the paper.
He finds the space ''satisfactory'' to
get the paper published. -'
"··. ~Oini'ei- S!ltr'irle!!tbir:i :1a..~e mixfd·
feelings aboq_t the move. ..;;;
1
Alonza L . Robertson, 'alitor·ib·
chief for the 1989·90 school term,
said he was sorry to see it go, but "I'm
happy that some good uS. is comi~g
out of the space.
·
..Most of my Howard career· was
~pent in that building. I spent more
time in that house than in class or in
my dorm room during my four years
on Slaff,'' he said...It was much more
' just a building.''
than
The Towers management did not
receive anything in writing about the
move and found out when equipment
was being brought into the building,
Whetstone said.
_,
Q

•

I

'

Th• 4th SL location hou11d th• 1tud1nt n1w1p1per for 18

yeara.
''The management of the Towers at
first hsd reservations about having
THE HILLTOP in our backyard
because. of the student traffic in and
out of the buildina and the need for
:-~wity~'! Whetstone aaid...He- , -•lsQ.....
r11sed concern over proper ventilation
for hazardous chemicals used in film
developing. But Whetstone said, so
far those concerns have not been a
problem.
·•
George Daniels, cditor·in·chief,
says the new location brings positive
changes lo THE HILLTOP.
"The new location provides a news
room environment with Cach section
having their own work area. It also
allows easy access for communication
between staff," Daniels said.
But there arc also there are
numero~ of problems, Daniels says,
including: a leaky coiling when it
tains; a non.functioning dark room; a

lack of furniture; and numerous
problems with the phone system. He
added the location binders THE
HIILTQP .froni having an established
identity which al ~o effects business
transadioU$~- _.., ~~
.. ,
"The house providej:I easy
identification of THE HILLTOP
offices, but the new location does not.
Advertisers and delivery people have
a hud time finding us," Daniels said.
There were initially hard feelings
between the Towers aDd THE
HILLTOP; however, Whetstone says
everyone is now working well
together.
..George Daniels and I have a good
rapport. I fc~l pretty good •bout
having them here.''
The move into the Towers is most
likely temporary, said AJ:chcr, but it is
not known for how long. Lona term
plans call for possible additions for

'

Zoning decision appealed by University
Th• Hiiitop houH after demolition

Construction puts strain on parking
•

By To-h V. Shitting

'

•

Hilltop Stalf Writer
Lack of or11nizltlon and
colD.munlcation cau11d more
dlf!lculUea fot atudenll trylns to p1
pukina after the cloae of pukina lot
P OD FOUrth Street earlier thla month.
Tho lot will be cloaed for
approximately two yeu1 until the
addition 10 Bethune Hall i1
completed. The now .dormitory will
have underpound parking.
Studont1 said the Univer1i1y
' pukina department did not pvo the
64 lludelltl wbo would be parldiia In
lot P 1ufficiont notice that tho lot
would be cloaed and that they would

be 111igoed putlna In P-1 aaou the
atreot. Nacole Bellamy, a junior in
bu1lne11 manaaement, 11ld lack cf
communJcatioa. e1u11d problema.
"About two day1 before It wa1
&Oin& 10 cloao, they put a notice. OD
the car that Aid lot P wu aolna to be ·
doaed," aho uid "Wbat they didn't
tell uo is that we bad to put our Dlmea'
In the lotlety. By the limo I found out,
the lot1ety wu doaed."
Traffic and parkina 1upervi1or
Stephan Henderson uld ho did not
know if tho previoua supervisor sent
lonon to lludents prior to hil arrival
in late Augu1t. However, he aaid the
parking department did everything

they could lo let the students know
that lot P wu closing, sad they would
be re111igoed 10 P-1.
"l made a per10nal effort to make
~o aotiftcation1 were placed on can
that were puked on P. They were put
on cara prior 10 the lottery and after
the lottery wu closed. Students wbo
came in to apply for P were told thef
would be reassigned to P·l. There
were announcements made in the
dormitory before construction began
and on the day of construction,'' he
said.
In the next two to three weeks, the
department is expected to reassign
the overflow from P-1 to other lots.

By T1Nooh V. Sterling
Hll~op StaW Wrltlt'
Howard University will appeal a
dcCision made by the zoning
administrator to add an extra tJoor to
the proposed addition 10 Bethune
Hall .
According to Charles Barber, a
University attorney, Howard it
Involved In a di1puto on zonlna
re1ul1!lon1 and will appear before the
board of zonlna 1dju1tmen1 Sept. 2S.
The Unlveraity will
an effort
to get a bu1lne11 cl1s1ific1tion for
zonina purposes for Fourth Stree~ the
site of the new dormitory. A business
classification will mean seven floors
and 7S to 100 more students in the
dormitory. 1
The dispute is over a decision
made by zonina 1dministrator Joseph
Bottner Jr., which classified Fourth
Street as a residential district. But

make

according to Barber, Fourth Street's
zoning classification has historically
been confusing.
"On the east side of Fourth Street, it
is residential and on the west side, it is
a business district. It ' s a novel case.
To m,y knowledge , it hasn ' t been

''I have two [building}
plans. Plan A is if we get
seven floors. Our office is
prepared to go either way.
We are going to break
ground in December,"
~

decided how to classify a street with
business on one side and residential
on the other," Barber said . .
Bothdne's addition will be built on
the residential side of Fourth Street,
and Barber said that ·may be the

reason Bottner is classifying the street
u residential.
Bottner was not available for
'
comment.
Whatever is decided at the hearing,
University officials say the dormitory
•
will be built. Philip Anin, director of
planning and development, said bis
department is ready.
"I have two [buildlnsl pl1n1 - a
plan A and a pion B. Plan A i• If we
set 11yen floor1. Our office 11
prepared to so· either way. We are
golna to break around in December,"
ho said.
. ' Artin said the University h11
spoken ~th the residents in Howard'•
outlying are1s as part of the procedure
for appealing. He said the residentl'
main concerns are with parkina and
student driving. .
The dormitory ii expected to be
cpmpleted in about two years.

.

i

•

Convocation recognized as Howard tradition poorly followed
'
By 01111 lllddlllon
where the school addreaaed religious
I l•ap Slldltb1mea.
Openina convocation i1 aezt
Althoup deportmenll, achoolo and
l'Jiday, but before you dI cide tC>Cllch coUeaea bad lndividllll ceremonioo,
· a few uba llouni nf aleep, cnwidor admini1trator1 wanted to have a
unified ceremony.
why tbil tr>!didon a:Hta.
The pwpcoe nf COll\'OClllOO la to
ID 1936, the firat Univeraity·wide
pther tho Unlveralty community for official openina In Andrew Rankin
tbe "'••pr•jon ~ tbe acar' 1 11ic year.
Wiii held.
Since 1868, apocial cenmonieo in "'"""'
Thirty·three
year• later, the
the varioua departments at the JllOl!am wu moved from the chapel
Univenlly hove awked the bea!ri•ID1 to Cromtoa Auditoriuin, and in 1973,
nf'the cal.,..ar year.
The fint the ceromooy adapted the phrue of

"oronina

written reference to coavOcation
coa.vocation."
wasn't until 1927-. The School of ;
)'irgiDia aovemor and presidential
Religion had a three-day worklhop hapoful L Dousl" Wilder will •peak
'

j

'

.
By Lorry W. Brown

Last Friday, after almost two
decades of late Thursday nights 11ill
HILLTOP House came tumbling

1

ouse?

The Hilltop finds a temporary home

By Shlunta R. Blown
Hilltop Stall Writer

sentimental value. This ta

e

I

"

'

I. •

-- ,.

,"

•

Dr. Paula Matat,-e, a pofm11or in
the School of Comm11nicotiam, llid
student attendance 11 poor boceuae
convocation i1 oriented for the
aowd at the ceaemoay.
edminiltndon, not atud1 "
Heam11ch llid convocation unally
"'The 1tudent1 do not •ave an
attracts "1,000 or more faculty, honored place, yet Ibey ... espected
students and friends of the to come in • tile general aadieoce,"
Univeralty .• That number represents a Mltabane aaicl.
small fraction of Howard'• enrollment
Associate director of atudent
of
approximately
12,000 activiti-., Darm a SbKh••, said tbat
undergraduate and padulle studeots,
tbo 1,400-capacity Cramton
Gwendolyn Manuel, a junior Auditorium cannot fit tbe entire
tllljoring in zoology In the College of student body.
Arts and Sciences, said atudenta do . "You..,,._ pinpoint why 111td11111
DOI attend beCauSe ''it is boring!"
don't go ..•1ome may watch it On
at opening convocation this year.
Alan Herm!'sch, director of the
deputment of University Relations,
e1p1ct1 Wilder to attract a ta:rae

televilion (WHMM (Chaneol 32)] ,
othera liltat to It OD the radio [WHUR
(96.3 FM)], while othera ,.. the time

"What -.Id................ 11 IO

attend i1 if it wu made 10 it wu
seared toward atudtDll with more
students on the pro1r1m, • aaid
to rWu or INdy," Stnchu aaid
"It could be that 1tudenll do not 1Benjamin Bdward1, a aop•omQre
uaderatand t'9:e purpose of majorlns In polidcol acl ...
Manuol aarood. "If it wu _,.
am>ocaticm," Strachan said.
"For more 1tuden11 to attad, the entertaillina, 111ore atudeata would
focua ·would have to bo cha111d,
Note: CoavocaUoa will bl Mid
ua..leu we aet a super, super weJlSept. 27 at 11 a.m. in Croa101
bw'8 speaker," Matt M Aki.
Clu~ea will 111
l\tl8 ...,,.,... 11pes= •W altrKt Auditorium.
more students, 1omo feel tbe auapeaded !Mn 10 a.m. to 1 p.a. Iii
U1iver1ity 1hould atructure the allow hculty and Prl 'I to 18 1
ceremony 10 more 1tudeat1 are
Included.

.....
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Some readers ofTJIE JITLLTOF do not have a clear understanding of the Editorial and Commentary pages and their
content. These pages are set aside for the expression of opinion. Other pages report strictJy the facts. Below is an
explanation of every portion of the editorial page from its title to its contenl.THEHlLLTOQis sincere in its desire for
you, the student, professor, admmistrator or staff member, to write for our Commentary. page. Your thoughts and
experiences are valued and we encourage you to share them.

Cartoons
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An average of three Hilltop editorials run weekly.
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Unlike news stories which -report straight facts,
Hilltop editorials offer the opinions of The Hilltop
Editorial Board. This board consists of the editorin-cliief, managing editor, editorial editor and four
students .who are not affiliated with the staff but are
selected for their insight on various issues and their
,abilities to look critically at an issue and develop a
strong argument on it. Editorial board members
take turns writing the actual editorials based on their
knowledge of the subject matter.
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The editorial cartoon is one of the most pop11)ar ·
features of the editorial section. ·It aims to pRWidc
a different perspective on the lead (first) editorial
normally by simplifying it in a captioacd drawing
that makes a statement in a humorous way. We
have five staff artists. 1be bead lllill ii RAl1wy •
"Da Barna" Reynolds. He does most of the
editorial cartoons.
·
>
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Lett'e rs to the Editor
Letters to the editor receive plenty of attention from
Hilltop staffers and Leslie Harriell-Lewis, our
advisor, (and our attorney if necessary), if they
point out errors, question elements of stories or
offer constructive criticism of staff efforis.
Published letters are expected to conform to the
same standards of accuracy and fairness required of
other material printed in the newspaper. They must
be signed by the writer with the clauification and
school (or in the case ~!faculty,_ departmental) ,..
·affiliation. ·All letters.are due in om of&.t;by S..:
p.m. the Friday before that' Friday's posfibli · _,,
puJ>lication date. Questions about letters to the
editor should be directed to our editorial editor,
Darrell Hill.

Staff Box

-COMMENTARY

·-

..

•

There is no such thing as a black college

•

...•
~

'

'
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The staff box lists the Hilltop's editorial and
business staff members. While the news staff has
the responsibility of producing the content of the
paper under the direction of the editor-in-chief, the
business manager oversees a staff which is
responsible for the office operation and the
advertising content of the paper. He (or llio) also
performs certain financial duties dictated by the
Hilltop Board. In addition, there is also a tagline
which is actually a disclaimer fot"all the o~ons
expressed on the page.
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This space is reserved for the general expression of
views on various topics. We invite students,
especially to provide insight on subjects which may
or may not have appeared or been dealt with in THE
. TOP. All material should be typed and doublespaced and submitted to the attention of the editorial editor. However, simple ,submission does
not guarantee publication. We reserve the right to
reject any commentary. Often co'hlmentaries are
rejected because the writer fails to make a clear
point or the material may be poorly written and
require too much editing. A name and phone
number should also accompany commentaries in
case tbeie are questions about the material
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to make a clear, well-supported argument.
Currently, we have five regular col••mnists.
Julius Bailey, Omar Tyree, Mate Battle,
Chris Coleman are among our J'91Ular
columnists. These regular eol11mnists can
be distinguished from commentary waiter~
because-their pictures appear
their
work.
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Stop the Litter
· Having been welcomed into tbe arms of tbe
'
.
Howard University community, some have
taken no time whatsoever in acquiring a high
level of comfort with their environment.
Granted, seeing as tills is your home for tbe
next several years, it is good tbat you should
be comfortable witb it. However, tbe litter on
campus, particularly along the wall at the
shuttle bus stop, is a disgusting indication of
how you regard this University and this
campus.
It bas been mentioned tbat members of tbe
Howard community represent Howard by
tbeir actions. What sort of impression does
the·litter heap;by tbe shuttle bus stop give to
motorists who pass by? Surely not a good
one. It surely does not leave tbem tbinking
that Howard ·university is a university with
intelligent conscientious and proud students
. attending it. ·
But, perhaj)S tbat is tbe correct impression
after all. What prou.d, intelligent or
conscientious member of any community
would strew lftter all over it? It is becoming
obvious that some members of the Howard

I

community are neither intelligent,
conscientious or proud.
The excuses are a plenty: Vendors sell
tbeir wares at tbat intersection; If tbe shuttle
buses were not late, I would finish my snack
at home and throw it away there; I don't
mean to leave it tbere, I just put it down for a
second and tben I forget; tbat's tbe job of tbe
maintenance crew. The solutions are simple: ·
There is a garbage can less than 40 yards
away from tbe bus stop; you can always bold
your garbage until you get home or reach the
nearest trash can; remember that the
responsibility for the upkeep of our
University rests upon us, all of us, not just the
maintenance crew, not just tbe conscientious.
Litter is no great social ill to be concerned
about partially because it takes so little effort
to solve the problem. Exert a little effort,
Howard! Walk the forty yards to the trash
can and toss your garbage in there! How
little of a sacrifice are you willing to make to
show some pride in your · University, your
home? Rest assured, tbe effort is worth the
1
results.
·
1,

Whose Responsibility Is It? ·
.

I

-

The free condoms that the University
Student Healtb Center distributes to students
raises questions as to who is responsible for
pregnancy a.nd the contraction of sexually
transmitted diseases (STD). Students feel
that because they received these condoms
!{om tbe health center tbat tbey have nothing
to fear, that tbe condoms are safe. Wrong!
In a case such as this it is wise to remember
tbe saying: "You get what you pay for."
Students feel that the University should
distribute free condoms because sex is so
prevalent throughout society. Have we all
abandoneil our senses as to what is right and
wrong? The University bas no responsibility
to equip you to engage in sexual frivolity and
conveniently side-step the possible·
consequences. If you want to receive free
condoms from the health center, do not
blame society's mores for driving you to sex,
admit that yo11 would rather not pay for them
directly (we all pay for them indirectly
through our University Healtb Fee).
However, this does not absolve the healtb
center from responsibility. It is a reasonable
1

I

I
I

'

•

I
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assumption that the products provided to us
are able to perform their function. If the
health center is supposed to provide condoms
that aid in the prevention of STD's and
pregnancy, then tbe condoms that you give us
should do just that. A ten percent failure rate
is totally unacceptable. The prevention of
STD and pregnancy is something tbat should
be done well or not at all. Do not give us us
contraceptives that do not do their job, we
'
may as well receive nothing
at all.
The Howard Community should take heed.
Responsibility for STD's and pregnancy rests
witb you: The most tbe University can say to
a failed condom is "I'm sorry." You;
however, must bear tbe consequences, which
may include death .. The healtb center, on the
other hand, should stop half-stepping
attempts to aid us in preventing pregnancy
and STD's; they should either spend more
money on a better brand of condom, charge
students a small fee and subsidize the cost of
a more reliable condom, or not distribute
condoms that half-heartedly protect Howard
students.

•

Senate on Abortion
The United States Senate's decision to lift
tbe ban on abortion counseling in federallyfunded clinics can no .doubt be heralded as a
victory for the naiion 's pro-choice forces.
Although tbe government is prohibited from
fmancing abortions, family planning facilities
receiving federal funds can now provide
abortion counseling and referrals. A small
step in the right direction - alt~ough one must
wonder at the options available to women
seeking counseling at government supported
. clinics. While it i$ certainly helpful to know
where legal and safe abortions may be
obtained, how valuable is that information of
the cost 'is out of reach? Pro-choice
advocates could be accused of looking a gift
horse in the mouth, tbat la If choice were a
gift ratber tb•n a right.
Admittedly, the Senate decision is a
triumph, yet it is one tbat must be tem)1Cred
by the realities of ·living in an increasingly
anti-choice state. A• White House veto of tbe
bill is a distant possibility and it is doubtful
whether either chamber of Congress could
stir up the tv.:o-thirds vote needed to override
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Letters to the Editor
•

I

Ron
Simmons
responds

/

was a significant and influential
amount of published work by black
lesbians. It was not the "1960s and
1970s," but the 1970s and 1980s. This
increase in published work by black

"Queen for a Nifit" Readers of the
articles may not know that the vast
majority of black gay men go not go

..

to balls and they do not cross dress.
Nor should the uninfonned beliefs of

lesbians was a part of a greater a "flame queen" be presented in
outbkst of literature by black women · isolation as insight into the
as ~ ~bole during that period. It was development of sexual orientation.
To The Editor:
this literature by black woipen and
Finally, in regards to the film Paris
In regardS to THE HILLTOP lesbians in particular that ii.spired is Burning, .lo stale that the film was
article on my partiqipation in the tqm black gay men to break the silence 1 an unbiased and upexpJ oi ~ative
Tongues Untied ("The Silent Spe~" and begin to speak.
perusal of th~ 811Crii"ative ~Orid of
Sept. 9, 1991), I must correct two
I appreciate the article and thank · black and~J,.atin gay· inen f(i"Sl bit
quotations attributed to me.
Shamarra Turner, Karen Good and premature:' The question of whether a
I did not say that Tongues Untied •s George Daniels for having the middle-class Jewish female film
second intended audience wu 04 non- 1 courage to present information about graduate from Yale can be unbiased in
gay, black men who had never been homosexuality in the African- her representation of poor black and
exposed to feelings like these before." American community. It is a topic Latin gay men is one that needs
Although Tongues Untied •a primary that needs intelligent and insightful further diso 1 ssion. It ·is interesting to
intent was the affirmation of black . i.discussion if our community is to free compare the mainstream success of
gay men, it was also intended to itself from the limitalions of Paris is Burning to the public outcry
express our lives and concerns to the homophobia.
against the airing of Tongues Untied .
general public, including black . However, I must caution you about I believe one reason fur the difference
heterosexuals and lesbians and the 1 mistakes often n;-ade by mainstream is that Paris is Burning focuses on
white gay, lesbian and heterosexual media, i.e., the fnming and reporting black gay life u spectacle, w.hereas
community. The succesa of Tongues _ of homosexuality in•· way that Tongues Untied does not.
Untied in communicating to a diverse focuses on aspects of the gay
audience is evident by the 23 awards community that readers can vie as Ron Simmom, Ph.D.
it bas • received nationally and spectacle and the projecting of the Assistant Professor,
internationally.
exception as if it w~re the rule. I am Department of Radio, Television and
I was also misquoted in. terms of referring to the other two articles on Film,
•
•
•
the specific·period during which there . the same page: "Got to be Real" and School of Communications

~

'
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We Welcofu.e Your Letten and Comments

THE HILL'lOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff. students and
alumni are encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.
We publish only material addressed tow;. We routinely edit letters for space and correct erron of style,
spelling and puncluation. Leuers as well as conunenlaries must be typed and signed, complele wilh full address and
telephone nwµber.
. .
The opinions expressed on the Edilorial Page of THE HIUTOP are solely the views of the Ed1tonal Board,
and do not neCcessarily relfect the opinions of Howard Univenity, its administration, THE HILLTOP Board or the
students.

a veto. Furthermore, if President Bush makes
an attempt to woo back pro-choice Please address letten and comments to:
Editorial Editor
Republican women by allowing the bill to
THE HILLTOP
pass, abortion rights still face the threat of
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
being steadily chipped away by a number of
•
Washington, DC ·20j)S9
forthcoming conservative Supreme Court
decisions. Clarence Thomas may speak no ' """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
anti-choice evils during the confirmation
THE HILLTOP •
bearings, but should he be appointed, it is
doubtful that be will champion a woman's
George Daniels, Editor-In-Chief
right to sovereignty over her body. Even if
Darrell Winston Hil~ Edltorllll Editor
by some small miracle he is not conflrilled,
Jennifer Golson, M•n•aln1 Editor
Paula White, Speclol Prqjects Editor
Sbaunlae Brown, C•mpus Editor
no Bush appointee can be expected to render
Johann• Wilson, Sports Editor
Erika Gravett, A•sl•• t Campus Editor
Damon Dozier, AsslstlUlt Sports Editor
decisions furthering tbe pro-choice cause.
Karen Oood, Tempo Editor
Tiffany Anderson, Hlllth ud Fltnea.Edltnr
What is a Howard woman to do as her civil
Candi Meriwether, 1-1 / N•doalll Editor
Shawnee Smith, Iotern•tlonlll Editor
T11ha Hailey, Bullaea1 and Flnaace Editor
liberties are slowly being torn from her
Donna Lee, Chier Cop7 Editor
Keith Leodbelter, Prodacdoa ~
grasp? Be anything but silent. Take
Jounice Nealy, CoPJ Editor
S.nfonl a.mer, Ao1btut Production Muqer
Aricka Westbrooks, Cop7 Editor
advantage of tbe ill-used practice.. of writing · Rodney Reynolds, lfwl Artist
Tracy Vinsoo, Cop7 Editor
your congressman. Election day is around
Paul Woodruff, Pbotop1Iph7 Editor
Tonja Dandy, Aalstut to the Editor
Edau
llostlen,
Aal•tont
J'botosnpbJ
Editor
the comer - sec to it that every candidate
•
knQW\that the toes to step on are not tbose of
tbe pir-choice lobby.
Jeffrey C. Scott, Business Manager
Women have come a long way since tbe
Kevin Armstad, Adnrdsln1 Ao"''• t
days of tbc back alley and tbe coat banger Aliclo Ch•mbers, Ollke Maqer
they should not be forced back.
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ere is no sue
Eraka Rouzorondu

the word educe. which means ••to
bring out, as in somethi11g lale11t."
The priests of a11cienl Ken1el etluc;1ted
by dri1wing oul the origin;1l genius tl1at
lives within every one of us- the
Original Intelligence, the Crealive
Force of the Universe, or God--which

'

Black: Of or relating to .a group or
race charactcrizcJ by dark

pigmentation.
College: An inJepenJcnt institution
of higher education offering a course
of general studies that leads 1·0 a

thin

bastardized by lhe European conquest
or Afrika and the proliferation of
Cl1ristia11i1y. It is frOm this di slorled
perception of reality thal the european
university was borne, an educational
system that seeks to reduce rather than
e'luce - to reduce you to a mindless

'

"black college'' has never existed

•

anywhere in the United States of
America. My position is based upon
an understanding of the educational
process that differs from the
commonly accepted one, upon my
knowledge of the history of "higher
education'' in this country.
The earliest tangible rraces of this
history can be found in Kemet (Egypt)
al leas1 2!000 years befor.e Jesus is

~

91>\.

- ~\ I

,,.

in place for thousands of years before.

,

The ruins of the Temple of Ipet Isut

'

(the Temple of Luxor) still stand in
Kemet as the oldest institution of

higher ·learning in the world, the core

·'!/// I ,,

0

philosophers today lauded as the

'

'

,
the
the
the

II .

I
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6th century A.D.,
as the last "of the
.
black colleges because, they truly
educated their students, even non·
Afrikan ones, in a way that was ''of or
relating to a group or race
characterized by dark pigmentation."
You see, tile Great -Pyramids were
built, the arts and sciences aeated and
the ancient world civilized by a
perception of reality that saw the
highest form. of mental and spiritual
development in terms of blackness.
The word "education" comes from

It could be argued that the original

\\owo.~ c.,~~

"t.\\'oo-l lN

•

~O.~ ~\.I 'o~ . .

\1

educalion that took place in these
institutions had to have already been

founders of civilization.
I characterize these institutions,
last of which was shut down by
roman emperor Justinian durip.g

this control in place, support for negro
education exploded and tbe rest of
what are n'ow called black colleges
come into being.

. ~ell~' ~c.~ ~'\o

pifB fJf#&

'

said to have lived; but the kind of

of a satellite system of temples now
commonly known as The Mystery
Schools. Within its walls, Afrikan
priests an~ scholars, primarily of
Ethiopian ' and Nubian descent,
- matriculated more than 80,000
students from all over the world,
inCluding the so.called g·reek

•

V.'w..\o~v\r.;l ''~\oc"i

above definitions) anywhere in the
world since circa SSO A.O.; and that a

I

whites in the 5?uth. Please be clear:
The impetus was not some genuine
desire to uplift our people, it was the
need to increase the country's
productivity in agriculture and farm
goods (in other words, to re·shape
s lavery) as the country extended

.
I
A
~ ~ ti /,&,

''black college" (an institution that
could be accurately described by the

I

co e e

~ ~uco.\~~ ~\rJ.~ ~'n

•

lt becomes ·painfully clear when
you break it down, doesn't it? I
submil to you thar there has been no

the American Missionary Association
and 01her ''religious" organizations
sent hundreds of missionaries into the
south to ''uplift the Negro''-the same
kind of upliftment that initiated the
Middle Passage and the Atlantic Slave
Trade in the motherland. This was the

lac

limitations to industrial education
have been lifted and that Afrikans are
·~.-~-'--~~-~---:--:----.-:--~~~~~~-, no longer llmited to low-level
positions. It could then be countered
that no matter bow high the degree,
how prestigious the title or bow high
the staning salary, the majority of our
II
people are still being trained to
support a system that is designed for
their destruction. It could be argued
that today's black colleges offer the
same education as white instituflons.
\
only from a black perspective using
black instructors.
·
It could then be countered that
offering the same education is not
positive-it is a travesty when you
I
consider the level of p·sycho-spiritual
development of the individual that
was our original goal. It could further
be ·countered that the so-called black
persp-e ctivc is one that limits our
struggle to how high we can climb on
the white man's ladder. It is an
Afrikan perspective that., wogid .truly
frame the "drawing out '"YoUt latent
power'' in a way lbat is ''of or relating
to a group or race characterized by
dark pigmentation." And for God's
sake, let us not overlook tlie word
"independent" in the definition of
college.
,
Otis Howard was a genocid81
maniac responsible for the wholesale
slaughter of indigenous Americans.
)!
Howard University is predominantly
funded by the U.S. government, the
extrc~ity of whose racist, genocidal
philosophy is matched only by its
willingness to implement that
philo;hy~~ its foreign and domestic
polic'
u have gathered here to
be educated, to be conditioned to view
_your future in a way that, at best, will
only benefit you D).aterialistically
<
while you perpetuate those policies. 1-

,,

bachelor's degree.
·
~
Educate: to develop mentally or
morally, especially by instruction.
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they saw as a Black Force, melanin.
Non·afiikans were also educated in
this way, their inherent knowledge
was educed rather that fa cts and
figures input.
This perception of reality and the
resulting system of education was

.
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, --know. I gradu't~d fr9m Ho.ward ..
' ' UniVcrslfy in1983: -... il~i'
~1
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automaton trained to susta in the white,
supremacist system instead of educing
the special gifts each and evei--y one of
you possesses through which the
power of the Creator manifests itself
in you.
Around the start of the civil war,

I
start of most of what are now called
black colleges.
In June of 1898, a group of white
supremacists from the north and south
convened the first of several sessions
to plan the development of a separate
system of education for black~and

•

westward. Hampton Institute, which
was established in 1868, bad already
developed a successful system of
industrial education and became the
model institution. Control over the
education of negroes was also fmnly
placed in the hands of whites. With

There is no ,such 'th'irti as 31black
college, but if each of you can begin
to restore your perceprion-or reality to
•
its original premises.. there can still e
such a thing as an educated black.

The wriler is an educalor, lecturer
'
and actress. She was featured in the
HUSA "AWAKE• Lecture Series

•

' ,
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Exposing the
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Well, well, well ... Clare.nce
Thomas, a black judge from Pin P~:iint,
Georgia has been nominated to be the

second black to ever sit on the United
States Suprefne Court. This is a proud
and historic moment in which all
black people in America should
rejoice. However, in our jubilation
we should not be remiss in thanking
our fair·minded president who, amid a
racist society, bad the social
consciousness to select someone to

fulfill the civil rights legacy of retiring
Justice Thurgood Marshall.
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1lie above is just a small. bit of the
nonsense that 1 hear spewing from the
mouths of too many black people who
have been indoctrinated into a mindset that makes them color donscious to
a ridiculous and impractical extent.

These are people who somehow think
that Clarence Thomas• black skin
makes him inherently sensitive to the
oeed1 and views of the masses of
black people in America. These

people believe that his childhood
poverty in Pin Point, Georgia makes

•'•'•'••

blm aympatbetic to the plight of
poople subtittina. in similar situations
111 lhe one from which be rose. I can

'I

only NY to the• people: "Wake Up!"
Stop falling into the trap 1¥ the Bush
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administration (In conjunction with
the major media) baa been aeuing fnr

...

.

"The Clamice Thomu Stoiy" has
bOOn held up by the media u well as
by most of white America as the
model life for young b'ack kids to
emulate. Now don't ge~ me wrong,
personal achievement is well and
good-It 11 just the road that one

chooses to excel upon is also a factor
in determining the value of his or her
final achievements.
It is no
coincjdence that the lives of other
successful blacks have not been held
up as shining examples of ''How to
make it in America." A ·cursory
glance a~ the childhood lives of most
of the congressional blacks will reveal
living conditions analogous if not
identical to that of Thomas.
Why have all of these other
achievers not been canonized like
Thomas? Maybe because ihey have
not dedicated their professional lives
to tearing down the steps upon which
they climbed to reach their present
lofty status. Judge Clarence Thomas
has done just that.
As Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights at the Department of
Education, Clarence Thomas readily
enabled an already racist institution to
perpetuate discrimination throughout
the nation's school systems. He even
went so far as to negotiate with states
to accept plans that would give them
free rein to handle desegregation.
As chairman of the Equal
Employment
Opportunity
CommiMion (EEOC) Thomas ordered
EEOC attorneys to avoid using counapproved remedies such as goals and
timetables. In addition, he ignored his
responsibilities of upholding civil
rights and complained about the laws
that' he was required to enforce.
Clarence Thomas• view on
affirmative action are clearly exposed
in his following quote: "It is just as
insane for blacks to expect relief from
the federal government for years of
discrimination as it is for a mugger to
nurse his viclims back to health .

•

'

'

Marc Battle

,

Ultimately, the burden of your being
mugged falls on you ... Before
affirmative action, how did I make
it?),
U?gically, what is wrong with this
statement? Thomas inanely assumes
that discrimination ha s ended as
abruptly as a mugging would. A
mugging is a personal assault which
has a tangible beginning and end.
Discrimination is a continuing trend
which has become institutionalized
and more deeply rooted than apple pie
and baseball.
These are !he views of a man who
sincerely believes that he pulled
\ him self up by hi s own bootstraps.
~ i s is a man who benefitted from all
of the advances gained by Thurgood
Marshall and other civil rights
workers, but refu ses to give credit
where c redit is due until he is
pressured into it. Such a man could
never be a role model for me because
because his career parallels
exceedingly with the concept of the
'' house negro and the field negro."
The house negro will do whatever he
can 10 advance himself no matter what
the-cost is to his brother in the field .
That is why he lives, under the
master's roof, wears the master :s
clothing and eats the master 's food.
Eventually, he assimilates to the point
when the master is sick, the house
negro is not feeling well himself:
''Arc we sick massa?''
Far be it for me lo call Clarence
Thomas a house negro, but if the shoe
fits ...

The writer is a junior in lhe School
of Business.

teachers prepare us for something in
which we will ne:ver participate.

Omar Tyree

Food for
Thought
'

A former professor at Howard
Un _iversity once said, ''Fres.h man
come in here with energy and creative
ideas but by the time they leave,
they're just sat isfied with graduating.
I wonder what happens to them during
that time which causes the change to
occur?'' My answer to this question is
not meant to point the finger at
individuals tea c hers, but the
gatekeepers must be exposed.
''In the real world, you're gonna
have to adhere tO those in au~ority by
doing what is expeded of you." This
phrase is quoted continuously up and
down the halls of educational
institutions. The _same halls which arc
supposed to strengthen us as skilled
human
being-''education
is
power''-are actually weakening us at
the same time . Freshman do not yet
acknowledge the concept of the real
world and therefore are not controlled
by the minds of authority. I consider
that a good thing. What use is a gifted
black American who has been trained
to only use his or her skills under
conditions that the real world will
allow?
The real world in America is white,
blacks are not included, yet our

.~

Many black students at white
universities say that Howard,
Morehouse, Spelman, Xavier, Florida
A&M and oiher black colleges arc not
the real world because "they're not
being exposed to white people.'' 1
know this because I was one of those
students before l transferred to
Howard two years ago. But, by the
time we graduate from Howard, with
teachers repeating the concern of the
white power structure, we get the real
world and that is why many students
are nol cxcite~nymore about their
career plans.
Education is power, but if students
cannot use knowledge to advance

themselves the way they would like
to, lhen they might as well be
oomputers. I am talking about taking
control of our educational
backgrounds so we can begin to

change the rules of the game.
I was tofd by 1everal authority
figures here at Howard University to

complete a journalism intemsbip with
the while media oo I ~ be "ready for
the world." Larger white papers
supposedly have a more professional
atmosphere and a areater learning
capacity than the black preaa,
However, I refused to llatea and

worked with tbe Capitol Spotll1ht
inslead, where my as1lgnment1

covered black people in the posltive
light we need to be _..
Every semester, the same event
happens to strong-minded freshmu'

who enter universities all across· the
country. Teachers tell them that they '
have to do A, B, C, D etc in the real
world, which conflicts with the
freshman's idea m~g them satisfied
with a degree and a job position that
they do not really want, because that
is the real world. Not saying that
instructors should not guide students,
but that they sh<?uld do so in a positive
way. And all students ~hould hold 00>to their dreams understanding that
hard work is a vinue to achieve any
worthwhile goal.
Instructors should be here lo teach
and strengthen dreams, not to destroy.
them. Malcolm X was once told by a
white teacher after completing the
eighth grade that he could not be a
lawyer because be was black.
Malcolm later went on to become one
of the most ingenious men of black

American history; but the real world
!Did him to be a carpenter. Spike Lee,
Robert Townaend, John Singlelon
and
,
Matty Rjcb all defied the real world to
give us
. 1black Americans aome films,
of which we can all be proud; but the
real world said tbero was no market
for black movies. If blacks are to

begin to create and fight the American
1yatem of

disc~imination,

then our
iastruc~~rs mu1t
stop beina
gatelreepers and young mindl u best
they can. Otherwise, Howard

University is an educational planlldon
roadyin1 Negioes for the real world of
white masters. I believe students are
the future.
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BANK CREDIT CARD
INTEREST RATES

Worried1Consumers
Cut Back On Credit

Banks offering credits natio11ally. Rates ~l1 ow n arc fo r regu lar,
not premium cards, and apply this month.

recently, reflectina rising concerns
about their jobs and incomes.
Inslallment credit-the type paid

off in monthly lumps-shrank by
$838 million in July after plunging by
Sl.7 billion in June and $1.33 billion
in May.

Bank
American Savings Bank
Bank of Baltimore
Chevy Chase Savings Bank
'
Crosiar
Bank, N.A., O.C.
First National Bank of Md.
•
Maryland National Bank
Perpetual Savings Bank
Riggs Natlonal Bank
Signet Bank
Sovran Bank
WASHINGTON AVERAGE

added.
But, the jobless rate in August was
unchanged from July at 6.8 percent
and only 34 ,000 new jobs were
created after months in which
hundreds of thousands of layoffs
from hard -hit manufacturing
industries during the recession than
began in mid· 1990.
Econo~ists have spec ulated th at
the Federal Reser ve, the nation 's
largest central bank, might soon cut
interest rales in J1 bid to spur more
spending and more money borrowing
by businesses.
Mr . Wys s noted the consumer
credit report wa s not ent ire ly bleak
1 and that restrained credit use was
consistent with. the early stage s of
tecovery fromr ecession.
''People are starling to buy lhi ngs
but, they're buying s mal l-ticket
items, '' W}'SS sa id. '' It ' ll tak e ti111e
before the.y start spending on bi ~
ticket items like carS."
The category of credit simpl y
called ''other," which in cludes all
types of bank loans but, not hon1 e
mortgage loans, fell by $173 million
in July after a deciine of $246 mill ion
in June.
l

''Consumers are running scared,''
David Wyss, an economist with
ORI/McGraw Hill Inc. of Lexington,
Mass, said . .

"They're worried their incomes are
not rising and they're worried about
being laid off," Mr . Wyss said.
''They're being cautious and timid
and that's not untypical at this stage

of the business cycle."

'.

Washington Area Card Issuers:

being fueled by consu1ner buying
activity.
''Consumers are pretty cautious
b~cause they are not seeing their
incomes grow and there is not going
to be a boom in consumer spending,"
Kobe said.
··we do think the economy is out
of recession and growing slo\vly,
which won't cut unemplo}•ment much
bul will keep inflation do\vn," she

Consumers sharply cul their use of
credit for a third straight month in
July,Ahe Federal Reserve Board said

New-car loan credit fell steeply
again in July, down $880 million
after sharp declines of $1.99 billion in
JuQe and $3.25 billion in May.
Auto credil has fallen in every
month of this year as consumers paid
off more lhan lheir existing loans than
they took out in new bnes.
·
Kathryn Kobe, an economist with
Washington-based forecaster Joel
POP.kin & Co., noted that the steady
decline in auto credit was occurring
despite a slight pickup in new car
sales from depressed levels in January
when the economy still was in deep
recession.
Some of the increase in car sales
was accounted for by renewals of
rental fleels and by corporate
purchased that do nol show up in the
federal Reserve Board's monthly
reporl, which measures individuals'

Washington Times.)

Rates gathered Sept. 4.

.

By Glonn Somorvlllo
Special to The Hilttop

(Chart appeared In

Interest
Rate

Annual
Fee

18.00%
18.96
18.90
15.90
19.44
17.90
17.50
19.80
17.70
18.00
18.27

$18
12
20
20
18
20
18
20
18
18
18.22

Spotl!ghT

Major U.S. Card Issuers:
First Chicago
First Interstate
Bank al America
Chase Manhattan
Citibank
Chemical Bank
Manufacturing Hanover Trust
Security Pacific

None

19.80%
21.00
19.80
19.80
19.80
19.80
18.50
19.80

20
18
20

29

20
20
15

Analysis believe a moderate
recovery in the nation's economy is
under way, but the rebound is not

entrepreneur
•

By Tasha Halley
Hilltop Staff Writer

It \Vas 0 11 !\1ay 20 that the ideas
and dre ams of Preston Jenkins came
to frui tion. Jenkins, 20, developed
an d estab. lished the Preston Jenkins
Artists' AgenC)'• a managing firm to
represe nt artists in various fields
suc h as visual, recording,
pe rfo rming and literary.
Je11kin s said his primary
mo tiv ation to develop the agency
\Vas see ing ho\v few art agenci~s and
ga ll eri es were owned by blacks.
;'Good n1anage ment is hard to find,
and it 's in great demand,'' he said.
A 20 year-old se nior majoring in
arts man agement, Jenkins said the
n1ain objective of his business is to
'· protect 1he C\uote'' of the artist.
'· Protecting the quote meanslibat it is
my job to make sure the ai-tist gets
the price he is aski hg for from the
co llc.:tor."
'' Fo r ~· c a r s , the powers that be
{reco rcl co mp anies, publishers,
n1ov ie stud ios, and art galleries]
l1a\ C been tak1ng advantage of

"

•

·

Repri11ted fro111 tlie lVasl1i11gro11
Tin1es, Septe111ber 12, 1991. A l f 1·igl1rs

use of credit buying.

..

reser11ed.

1

artists," he said. ''When negotiating
contracts with the powers that be, it
is the job of this agency to protect
the interest of the artists.''
In addition to negotiating
arrangements o~n behalf of the
artists, Jenkin's agency will soon
produce art exhibitions and
theatrical productions wit'h .his
assistant Myron Miles-Clayton, a
junior design student in the College
of Fine Arts.
Since the business began in May,
Jenkins and Miles-Clayton have
be?·n instrumental in the Urban
League·s art auction. Also, on May
31, the duo put on an exhibition
called ''Spiritual Elements and
Spiritual Concepts'' which featured
three Howard students and one
professor. More' than 150 people·
were in attendance to view the
original prints and paintings.
The Preston Jenkins Artists'
Agency will be showcasing the
works of Joseph Beasley in a photo
exhibition in-November, as one of "a
number of future endeavors.
1
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GRADUATING GRAD STUDENTS ANO UNDERGRADUATE
.SENIORS
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ALL STUDENTS GRADUATING IN DECEMBER 1991 ~ND MAY 1992
WILL RECEIVE A SCHEDULED APPOINTMENT CARD IN THE MAIL.
STUDENTS MAY CALL (301) 262-7997 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO RE-SCHEDU LE.
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ONE LUCKY SENIOR WILL WIN A CRUISE FOR TWO!!!!

PHOTOS WILL ·BE TA E
,I

I

EACH GRADCJATll\JG
STUDENT WHO SITS FOR A PORTRAIT MAY
...
HAVE HISIHER NAME ENTERED IN A DRAV{ING FOR A CARl'-l·IVAL
CRUISE LINE PLEASURE CRUISE FOR TWO VALUED AT $; 1,400. · THE
WINNER AND GUEST MAY CHOOSE EITHER A 3 OR 4 DAY CRUISE TO
THE BAHAMAS ABOARD CARNIVAL CRUISE LINES F.4NT.4S"'Y. THIS
' AWARD MAY BE USED ANYTIME BE~ORE DECEMBER 31, 1992. THIS
CRUISE AWARD IS EXCLUSIVE TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY.
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SEPTEMBER 16 - 27
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
MUSIC LISTENING ROOM
BLACKBURN CENTER
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AT&T STUDENT
SAVER PLUS ,

•

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite.Join AT&TStudent Saver Plus You'll be able
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OurRe~bOut-AmerlcaCalling~t k?Qjoff.
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to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. 0
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' when you can: Call Managert will save you time by separating
save you money, no matter where and
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your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for
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free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call

distance service. D

•

from almost anywhere to anywhere. 0 And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long
•

1HOUR
.
Plus, if you register for any of our services- or if you're already an AT&T customer- you'll get a
'

FREE

' long distance
.
free hours worth of AT&T

•
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calling.• As well as discounts on all kinds of things, all year round. O So ask about AT&TStudent Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homeworl<.
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Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. C.all 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
flhll llllYice ~not be 8Wiablll in residence hah on yoo..- Cli'lll'JI.
,
·~~~ hour ol dired-di"9d. coasl·lo-<:OUI, nigh! .00 11 alosrld Clllng. bM.:l on prlcn etl9cli'le 2/16/91. Oller~ lo one 18.25 AT&T long C' 7
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Blacks still majority,
'enslaved' in Brazil
By 8hllwn11 Smtth
Hiiitop Stall Writer

Although Brazil is credited with
having the second largest black
population outside of Africa, the
Brazilian Wacks in no way enjoy the
" racial dCrQocracy" that the nation
claims. Blacks comprlse ninety
percent of the 150 million inhabitants
of the nation but they still experience

..

-~-·di
ti'QQ.
1-.;MU"7JmlDI

Statistics show that illiteracy
among the Brazilian blacks is twice
that of the whites in that country.
Most children leave school before

loaming bow to read or write.
More than 18 million children of
school age are not in school and less

than two percent ever attend college.
James Steele, a professor in the
political science department of
Howud University and editor-in-chiet
of Global Africa, aaid "many college
students who visit Brazil are unaware

•

of bow important they are to the
Brazilian people ... It's natural to visit
villages where they have banners
welcoming you and you "re just

passing through."
"Any college student who visits
Brazil has to understand that you
don't just repiesent yourself but that
you represent all Black college

students in America," Steele said.
For the majority of the black
population who work, conditions of
ncism arc eminent. In a study done in
Bnrilian cities Recife and Sao Paulo,
the income of a black doctor i$ 22
percent lower than a white doctor.
A black secretary makes 40·percent
less than a white seaetary, and a black
engineer earns 19 percent less than a
white engineer. Equality exists only at
low paying jobs. For instance. all
house servants and construction
worken earn the same wages.
At the National Employment sterilization of Brazilian black women
System (SINE) in Sao Paulo, a system is rampant among the population.
of secret codes are used to indicate Every year more than 30,000 women
who may apply for a given job. If an have their fallopian tubes tied,
employer wants to restrict according to statistics from the
homosexuals the listing marks M-9 for Brazilian Ministry of Health taken in
Motive 9; jobs for whites only arc 1990.
markedM-4.
In the 1960s, the ruling military
Many Brazilians accept these encouraged big families to use
conditions thinking , like their contraceptives to control the
predecessors. that black exploitation is increasing birth rate. Due to the
a fact of nature. Statistics show that Brazilian constitution's guarantee of a
100 years after the abolition of 120-day maternity leave in 1988,
slavery, the monthly minimum wage employers arc now requesting proof of
is rougbiy $60.
sterilization, pregnancy tests and
~ In addition to discrimination faced
signed resignation letten that are kept
in employment, women and black on file for use if an employee becomes
Brazilian families arc being pregnant. The a>mpanies also offer a
. bombarded by other forces. The maaa list of clinica that will perform tubal

...,...
.......

--~-

•

ligations.
In the absence of adequate health
care and family planning options,
Brazilian black women willingly
undergo sterilization in order -to
enhance their possibilities of getting a
job. Half of the procedures are
performed in public clinics during
Caesarian· deliveries. The Caesarian
delivery is financed by the
government, but the tubal ligation is
not. Some women save fpr the entire
nine months of pregnancy to undergo
the procedure after birth.
Eloni Bonotto, prealdent of the Sao
uds Women's Union, wu fired from
her job u an anestl,.•sti!I becaUIO she
refuled to participate in lterilizations,
"I tried to tell the women that it was

not the first o~ but the last,• she
told The Progressive. "The doctors
said 1 was bad for business."
Bonotto tilamcs the high rate on the
lack of effective government
subsidized family planning programs.
She charges that the United States and
Europe donate millions of dollars
worth of contraceptives to private
organizations.
Maria Berenice-Godinho Delgado,
coordinator of the" Central Worker's
Union Commission on Women
Workers, claims that the International
Monetary Fund has demanded
reductions in Brazil's birth rate in
exchange for the renegotiation of its
$!IS billion debt.
Some critics acc:ount television for
being a deciding factor for a woman to
undergo a tubal ligation. The people
have been bombud"'/ with messages
which imply that small families are
better and enjoy a higher standud Of
living.
Bonotto feels that word of mouth
between mother and daughter playa a
bigger part in women's choice than
any attempt by the communications
network to popularize sterilization.
For thbse children who were lucky
enough to .have escaped death before
birth, the conditions are worse.
Many children are being ab~doned
by their parents as a result of their
family's living in "absolute mt.cry"
(abject poverty). The Brazilian
government baa decided to deal with
the orphans in an uousual way,
• ''Death squads," usually made up

•

of off-duty policemen. have b1:en
terrorizing the streets of Rio de
Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Recife.
wrecking havoc upon the homeless at
night. Their main targets arc. the
children, 82 percent of wb.om are
black.
Historically, adolescent genocide is
nothing new to Brazil. In the early
1960s governor Carlos Lacuerda
ordered police to round up the Rio de
Janeiro's homeless and drown them in
the city's river. The act was seen as a
measure to "clean up" the citf in
preparation for Princess Margaret's
royal -visit
Some newspapers attribute the
mass murders to killer squads hired by
shopkeepers who pay $40 to $500 to
have the children killed. The
shopkeepers claim that the children_
h.anging around all day are bad for_
business.
It's been reported that 91,000
children have been killed in the streets
of Rio de Janeiro in the past ten years.
Reports also say that more than a
quarter of the children have died from
knifing, beatinga, poisoning, rape or
strangulation.
Eliana .Guerreiro Bennett, in an
arti,cle in Link magazine, reported
that some of the Brazilian popuJation
are open and vocal about their support
of death squads while others are
supportive in the same way the
Germans were supportive of Hitler's
genocide of the Jews; expressing no
support but expressing no opposition

.
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Eye
on
Africa
I
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Morocco
A cease-rue in the lS-year Western Sahara Desert War has
been called by both the Moroccan government and the rebel Polisario front
Both parties have said that they would respect the cease-rue. Meanwhile,
2,800 U.N. soldiers and civilians will be on band to monitor the cease-fire.
Togo In power since 1963, President G. Eyadema bas been forced to
concede to the pe<>ple's demands for a free and fair election. The action stems
from months of strikes and demonstrations. Representatives of political
parties, civic and professional org•niutions are having a national conference
to choose a transitional government.

•

Uberla Dr. Amos Sawyer, Liberia's interim president has called for an
immediate cease-fire to fighting between forces of rebel leader Charles
Taylor and Liberians in exile.
Dr. Sawyer said there must b'e a peaceful solution to the 21-montbaold civil
war. A s11mmit schedule for mid-September on the Ivory Coast will try to
resolve the problems and disarm Taylor's group.
Meanwhile. United Liberation Movement of Liberia for Democracy
(UUMO), forCes which include elements of auusinated tiberian leader
Samuel Doe's army, continue to attack Taylor's rebels inside Liberia.

Sudan In Khartoum, Sudan's capital, ~rebel fighting, the government
said that they have deposed President Jo~ Cluing and ended bis "reign of
terror".
There has been no independent confirmation about the change of'
government in SudaD. However, Wes~m and Kenyan journalists confirm
that there has been some uproar and disturb111cc in the capital and
surrounding areas.
Zaire Zaire's largest ahd leading opposition party to tbe government of
Mobutu Sese Sekou said that police and security guards killed dozens of
people during a emonstration against Mobu~'s government ·.
Meanwhile, 're's ambassador to the Umted Stites bas dewed that there
were lost Jives d · g the demonstration. Omer N'kamba, spokesman for the
Union for Democra and .Social Progress, said there were dozem of deaths
when demonstrators 1:i il.Um'ricade1 in Kinshua, protesting President
Sekou's inability to respond to the opposition ultimatum that a national
confcre;nce on democracy be resumed.
\

'

.

Malawi Having ruled Malawi since its independence in 1964, H. Kamuzu
Banda continues to control with an authoritarian dictatorship.
Banda declared himself ''President. for Life" in 1971. He bas said in .•
recent statement, that he is Malawi and Malawi is him. Because o.f ~s
dictatorship, hundreds of top Malawian 1C1demica and int~llectuals ... !'v?'~
in exile all arouod the world. Many othe11 wbo der.st bis power are m Jill
without charge some for more than 20 yean. In,apite of Banda's poor record
on human righ~ and bis continued effort to oppreu bis opposition, the United
States and Great Britain last year increued their military and economy aid to
Malawi by SO percent

Atrka

•

...

South
S7 people were killed and II leut 84 otbe11 injured since
violence erupted between memben of !be ltlk1th1 Freedom Party and
membera of the African National ~ (ANC). Unidentified pnmen
open fire on a group of Inkatha mernben heMed ID an htbtba rally in the
black township of Tboknza
The violence comea at a time when bolb parties are ICheduled ID sip a
peace accord. The peace ooccml ii ouppo11d ID ClllbUlh a code of conducl
replatin1 the political behavior of all black poupo and the way police and
the milital)' ~ntrol political demonatratiom.

Our Representatives will be
interviewing on campus this semester.

SwuUand Kini Mswatl m arrincl in Wublqton wller this .....t for
meetings with potential invuton. Chairman of Preferential Tnde Area
(PTA). an economic group of aouthem and eutsm AfricaD nadnnf, Mawatl'•
visit will focus on invitina
to help PTA.
Mswati's interest in liu DOI oaly wllb the _..1c bulld·up of Swaziland
but also for the IS-member stats pup.

Check with your placement
office for details.

in_.,,.

•

'

Compiled bV Alvin Hull
Hilltop Stall Wrtter
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ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS
fN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
. THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.
T
'

CHl·~l :'s variafilc annuilj' offers oppor-

I AA- Cl( J ·~ I '

is IJuil1ling a s1iun(l
f"1n;1n1·i•1I f'ut urc lf1r m11rc than

tunit ies f(ir grc1wth

rcscart:h t:11mmunitics. And 11vcr 2flfJ,(JfJfJ
retirees arc n11w cnj11ying the l1cncf1ts <>f"
their T IAA-CR J·:r-· annuities.

the lung-term perspective essential to
s11uncJ retirement plann ing.

lt'.11.·!1 ~ "t lll tl lt' l ll_ll' ti lill!?, ~"ill x ll l'llllltlil ·1. HO\V to gt.1 ;\ job <II Apple.

Security-so the resourcc>s are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-soyou 'Jl
have enough income ror the kind of retirement you want. And diversity-to help
protect you against market volati lity and
to let you benefit from several types
of investments.
'

(l EX P E RIE NCE. PER FORMA.."CE.

STRENGTH .
Your future is protected bj' the largest
private retirement system in the nation.
Since 1918, \Ve ha~e been helping build a

secure future for people in education and
resea-rch. We have done so v.'ell, for so
many, for so long that y,·e current!.}' manage
over S95 billion in assets.

r-------------

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
FROM TIAA-C REF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a traditional
annuity that guarantees your priiicipal plus
a speci~1~d raJe' of interest, and prov~e_s
for add1t1onal growth through divide~ .
For its stability, sound investrrients, and
overal l financial strepgth, TIAA has
received the highest possible ratings from
all three of the insurance industry's leading
independent agencies.*

•

En.suring the future
for those who shape it:"

The power to be your best.™

th fOur Jifl't:rent

invl;!'.tmcnt a<.:t:<Junts, each managed with

LOOK FOR SEC URITY,
G ROWTH AND DIVERS ITY.

.-\pple Co~puter has a corporale commitment to the prindple ordiversity. In that spirit, we
welcome applications from all indhiduals. Women, minorities, vettnns and dhabled
indMduals are encouraged to apply.

\Vi

l,f)f)f),f){J(J 11c11r1lc in the cJucJ.ttic1n and

,11:~·l'I lr l'tll_tl.-; 1til 111.1I gt 1:1l i.. : :_1 Il"i ~ IS Pl i I) i11 l~IL'Ltrit-:11 E11gi11ccri11g, C.01npt1ter
~~·1t'il1.'t'. 1.'f ~-l.u1;1~t'!lll't1! I11! t 1n i1: 1t il 111 S)·str:111s. t't1111c l<l <>t1r pr<..>scntation. We'll

•

'

1

SEND NOW F O R A FREE

I
I

RETIREME1''T INVESTMENT KIT

I
I
I

including a SprrUif Rrp.•rl on TJ.J,. ,\ in\•ts1ments. '
.\\ail th is coupon 10: Tf.\ _\· C REF. Dep• QC . " _ ,,.
730 Third :\,·enue. ;\e,,- York. ;-;y 10017. Or cal!
I 800-842-2733, Ext~ 8016.

(

.\~'"'' Pl•a•• pc1nc I

I .~·~'"'·' .
I
I {-,, •
I
I /'1.·/11~'''"' <f ~ll nam•

•
•
i

I ,,,,,
I T/. l.1 . , "fl:lf p,,,, ...,f'•'"'

C:..o::::=================I : :

1;... G.\·,.

t l991 .\pp~e Computer. !nc. Apple and the Apple logo are registered tr.ulemarks of Apple Canputer, Joe.
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The College of Arts & Sciences
presents ...
•

'

\

..•'

PTER-

•

,_
I VITES
THE HOWAR COMMUNTIY
TO/TS

•

•

•

•

•

Cramton Audttortum
•

'

FREE Admission

'
l

II

-

SPEAKERS:
• MR. BANARD HARRIS • DIRECTOR OF MEN • CENTRAL
'
UNION MISSION
• MR. KORIM RAND· REPRESENTATIVE· MARTHA'S TABLE

'

WHEN: WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1991

Pageant

The

SWAn

Monday Sept. 23, 1991
Doors Open 6:45
Curlains 7:30 Sharp
.
featuring :
The James McKenney Quartet
College of Fine Arts
Special Vocal Salute by
Julius D. Bailey, President

•
•

•
l
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PLACE: ON THE YARD BY THE FLAGPOLE
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TIME: 9 pm • UNTIL
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.12QNATION: CANNED GOODS AND CLOTHING
'

BRING A JACKET ·/ B

NKET
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Student Leader
Column

combination of our annual proaram1,

b11lnnln1 of a more r11pon1ive,
/ cooperative aiid vl1lble 1tudent
jjOVtmlDIDL

For thou of you who don't know,
Reprinted flom September 13,
' ~ pwpooe of the UGSA II to provide
1881
enterta!nln.. illlpllltional, Informative
and educational JlfOIIlllll and services
ldltor'a Note: B1Clut111 of layout
to the underpduste student body. In
probl1m1 wtth lut week'a
e11ence, we are the proarammina
Student La1der Column printed
entity of Howard Unlvenlty Student
IMt w11kl We era running Ihle
Aaaociatlon (HUSA) and our pduste
column In again In ite enrtlrety
counterpart 11 the Gnduate Student
We •pok>glze to flllY
Assembly (GSA).
lncomenlence Ihle mllhap on our
However, If you don't do your job,
part may have caueed.
we can't do oun. We need not only
your support, but your active
On behalf of the Underaraduate participation' in suggesting, planning
Student A11embly (UGSA), I and executing quolity programs. On a
welcome you all back from what I larger scale, oil the part& that make up
hope was a peaceful and productive
summer. Thia is probably one of the
most exciting times of die school year
because it gives us the chance to
• resume friendships and the unique
opportunity to be better than we were
list year. I am particularly excited
because this year will mark the

Salute to Black Women and Men of

Finally, I encoun1• all of JOU to

the Year. We will be showc11in&

aet to know the UOSANpl'lllDtldYll
from your student councill and drop
by the showcase in the entry of the

student talent alons with lhe Collea•
of Fine Arts Student Council in a
Musical Extravaganza Nov. 8, ao look
for audition announcements soon.

student government need your input:
your school's student council, UGSA.

and the executive branch of HUSA.
ln fulfilling our purpose, the
Assembly has plans for some exciting
programs this year. Ocl. 20, we will
be hosting the Salute to Black

Achievers Banquet.

always open.

This is a

In addition, UGSA, in conjunction
with the HUSA executive branch, will
be celebrating Kwanzaa the first week

COMMENTS PI:EASE
After three weeks of preparing our
university newspaper, THE HILLTOP, we·
would like to know how we are doing.
Klpdly drop us a line at the 'following
address. Include in your communication
your most favorite and least favorite pages
and stories. Also, we would like to know
what types of stories you would like to see
in this year's HILLTOP Address your
communications to:

Under1r1du1te Library to find out
morF about the pro1ram1 we have

sponsored. Ple11e keep In mind thal
the assembly is a great channel for
sharin1 your talen~ your mind, yout
opinion and your apiril Our tbame for

in December. Next semester don't
miss an unprecedented celebration of · this year is Buildina Blocb for the

Black History Month, an lntercultural

Future-Settina a New Tndltlon. That

Exchang~

Day, in coopfration with tradition starts with you.
the HUSA executive branch and the
aMual Spring Black Arts Festival.
Even with these events, our
Faith, Peace .t Progress,
calendar is still open for your
Tracy L Mcferrin
suggestions. The assembly is looking
Coordinator
forward to sponsoring several
educational workshops in conjunction
Jennifer Watley
with your student councils. We are
Vice Coordinator
interested in knowing and meeting
your educational needs. Please stop by
your student council offices and the
UGSA in room 110 of the Armour J.
Blackburri Center . Our doors are
'

•

'

i

•
\

I

COMMENTS
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue NW
Washington, O.C. 20059.
'
Attention: Editor-in-Chief
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ISCOUNT STORE

•

2301 GeQrgiaAvenue, NW .
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 328-3775

.

•

on - Sat 8:00 AM.- 12:00 Midnight
·Sun 10:00 AM - 12:00 Midnight

-·-

··•

~

•

Kratt General Foods
Information Exchange
Tuesday, September 24
5:00pm - 7:00pm
The Howarcd Inn I
Ballroom
•

•

•

Newspapers
Magazines
Beer-Wine
Dairy Products
Toiletries
Haircare Products
Cigarettes
Stamps

,,

'• '

'

'

•

'

~

:... j

,

ou know us as MaxWell House.
coffee, Jell-0 gelatin, Miracle Whip,
Velveeta cheese, Kool-Aid,
Philadelphia Brand cream cheese,
Oscar Mayer hot dogs, Claussen
pickles, Tombstone pim, and
Entenmann's baked goods - to
name a few. We're Kraft General
Foods, a familiar sight in almost every
American home - and millions of
others worldwide. Meet the people
behind the products. ·

Kraft General Foods' Representatives
are coming to talk with students ·
interested in a career with Kraft
General Foods. If you're a creative,
highly aware, focused go-getter, stop
by our Kraft General Foods

1

CHECK CASHING

l11fonr1;1tio11 Excl1ange. We are eager
to cUscuss cl1allenges and choices with
sh1cle11ts who have abackground in
011e of tl1e !cJllowing areas:
•
• l11f(1nnation Syste1ns .
• Engineering
• I~ & J) (Sciences, i.e. Cl1e1nistry)
• S;tles
Tl1ere's a worl<l c>f opportunities at
Krafi: Ge11er;J Foo<ls. So please visit
witl1 us - an<l what you'll l1ear c'Ould
lea<l to a very c'Olorful career. Ifyou're
u11able to <ttte11<l, sen<l your resu1ne to
Kraft General Foods ,Inc., Attn: •
Davi<l Blair, 2211 Sanders Rd.,
Nortl1brook, IL 60062. Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action
.E11nployer.

(Personal and Business) .

Comine Soon:
TLC Delicatessen
Lotto-Lottery
Money Orders

•

,'r •

I

'
•

•

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
TllANK YOU FOR YOUR
PATRONAGE

•

FOODS

>

A

•

>

VVORLD OF OPPORTUNITIES

I

'

\

'
•
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If the name is GE, plenty.

.

'

We build locomotives that move goods across countries. Aircraft engines that move
people across oceans. And information networks that move data around the world.

·-

Howard Univer5ity students interested in learning more about GE are invited to stop by ·
the Blackburn Ce~ter this Monday, Sepbember 23, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Represe~tatives from the follo~ng GE businesses will 'be on campus to answer any
questions you may have: GE Medical Systen:is, GE Financial Services, GE Aircraft
Engines, GE Lighting, GE Industrial and Power Systems, GE Information Servfces, ·
GE Aerospace, GE Corporate, and the GE Audit Staff.
' l

•

•

•

,

Below is a list of three special activities open to Howard students. All activities will
take place in the Blackburn Center.
'
•

• GE Business Fair, lOa.m. - 4p ~m. Meet company representatives.
·
• Interview Workshop, 10:30a.m. - noon. Learn special tips on interviewing.
• Panel Discussion, 2:30p.m. - 4p.m. GE represe:ntativ.~s will discuss thei~ entry and
management evel programs, the transition from college to ·t he corporate·lworld;
and other topics of interest to college students.

•

.

Despite its diversity, a common thread bonds GE together: a commitment to excellence.
'

If you' have the same commitment, stop by and say hello.
We could have a lot in common.
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We bring goad things ta life.
•

An equal opportunity employer.

!
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After months of planning, Black Entertainment Television premieres new publication oriented toward black youths, parents
By Shlimlrra TLllLW
Hilltop S1afl Writer
FµT FUNNY seeing imagea
of the people I see every day on
a magazine cover. Even when I
turned to the table of contents
with a hint of suspicion, I was

Realizing that the black
community bas witnessed a
bombardment
of
speciality
publications sue~ as Emerge and
Upscale, Brown shares the feelings of
YSB and Black Entertainment
Television (BET) founder Bob

pleas•ntly aurprised. Instead of a few
tips from the "Homeboy'a_Shopping

Johnson when be notes that no one
hajl attempted to reach Black teeos.

Network"

"Because BET's programs such
as 'Video Soul' and 'Teen Summit'
attract so many Afri~an-American
young adults, Johnson felt a magazine

under

the

column

conspicuously Dlllk<d 'Mo Money,' I
found an article about the ABCs of
finance .
Hmmmm .

11ri5 definitely seemed

reality wu rocky.
"We put the magazine toaether
within a\ three to four month period."
said Brown of the unprecedented feat.
"We came to press in the last
week of July, and we had to find an
office, purchase equipment aRd hire
staff all within a period, of six
months."
Of the recent emergence of

I

Brown feels that their simultaneous
anival wu not coincidental.
"Black publishers have realized

"We set out to create a project to

fill the void that other publications
had left wmoticed."
Before YSB is placed into the
appeared on newsstands this month, category where other entertainment
and circulation has already reached ,magarines fall, Brown '!"icldy points
out that YSB is different.
· lSO,OQO.
"We are not
strictly
Frank Dexter Brown, editor of
YSB, said that the target groups for the entertainment," Brown emphasized.
"We realized that hard-bitting
magazine are black teenagers and
issues needed to be discussed. Even
college undeigraduates.
"Because of the variety of topics though we focus on a lot of hip-hop,
that we cover, which include health we also CIJVer blues, jazz and gospel.
and fitness and money-managins, We go baCk and forwanl to our roots.
we'll also end up appealing to an even Our missjon is to inform as we
broader audience, which includes entertain."
As with any type of business
parents ages 40-50, and even
venture, the road to making YSB a
educators," Brown said.

"It i1 important for me to 11k
myself \Jhat blaclr: teem are into and
what ifiterests them. I talk to and
obse,rve them because my job is to

•

give them what tJ:ley want," she uid.
YSB is a myriad of positive
information for black young adulta
with its many varied departments.

•

various ne,w black publicationa, , .. Posse Talk" is a .unique department

for them was important," Brown said.

to be something different.
1'3'11, YOilllg Siskrs and Brotlitrs,
11 a new ~11azine especially for
young blacks. The premiere issue

adults can produce a magazine for
teens and college undergr,adl.

the void in po1itive, atrong
information to funber their livea. A
lot of blacks now have the financial
resources and a better undentandina
of publishini to make a significant
change."
Brown al~ indicated that 'in order
for blacka to have an impact on bow
we live our lives, we mut begin to
have some control over what is being
aired. published and read.
Connie Green,YSB managing
editor, explained that she took a great
step when she left her career as
associate editor for Black Enterprise
magazine to join l'SB.
.,.
Green realized that many young
people wonder bow a staff of older

•

•

. I.

Premiere Issue of YSB, Young Sisters

I

Pholo bJ l'dl?' IMI' I I

sn1 Brothers
•

•

•

•

peychology team Dulene and Derek
Hopson discuss issues of importeNX!

. 'of young
to the mental well·be1ng
blacks

a1ne?

•

•

where a group of about nine to 12 ,.
young adults candidly voice their
views as YSB staff poses them varioul
questions on a ccnain subject.
Other departments include health,
fashion and sports. A particular
column titled "What'• Yow View•
features various opinions from teem
uOuod the country on a particulu
tQpic. Thia month 's issue came from
teens living in Ohio, Penmylvania and
California.
Other insightful departments
include a travel column which
journeyed to Egypt this month, and a
psychology oolumn tided 'Listen Up.'
Every month, husband and wife

•

•

•

Howard based group, ''No Name Necessary,'' sings at Black Family Reunion
By Kare• Good

Then after they are attracted to our sound,

Hilltop Scaff Writer

hopefully they ' ll start listening to the

T

he aoapel-orlented aroup who call
themselves ' No Name Necessary'

lyrics."
Sounds suspicously like wishful

(alai1e1 Jehu Barnes, Kevin
Cannon, Samuel "Teny• Frisby, Shavis
Brown and. Duane Covert) know
aomething about the power of words. They
know what ' s in a name. Without much

thiakiq, comidering less and ·leu

Necessary" feel optimistic 'cause their
themes stand strong. Case in point: In I

Want To MU. A Difference (I Want To •
Make A Change). they ask the question of
a thousand answers, "Where have we aoac
wrong?" diocussing the plight of black

spontalieous), they came up with "No
Name Necessary"--combating a stigma
most gospel groups face when their

•

Power
Luther·

America.

True Men of God'," said songwriter

They contend that the meanln1 In
their music is Goc1'1 love, aelf-respm. aclfeateem, and aelf-awareneas. And despite

Frisby. ·"But people would stereotype us
when they beard the name. "No Name

moat eccle1iutical phonies, "No Name
Nece11uy• seems 1tran1ely honest and

1 Necessary" gives us the freedom and

down-llMlrth.
Bur even when they hook you, it'a not

performance is DOI limited lo the church.
•At first I wanted the group name
1

allowance to go where we want without
people getting a preconceived notion of
what we're all about So the meuage that

By Veau Bl-.laa
Hilltop Staff Writer

we bring is all the more powerful."
It's safe to assume they were right.

,...,.. mach-boll1hoo1d Power of U-Tour at the Capital "No Name Necessary" has performed at
ii. Center Indeed lived up to its hype. Simply, it was a Kalabasb, the Ritz and the lbexphenomenal theatrical presentation that symbolized good nighteries not necessarily known for live
mu.sic and entertainment.
gospel music.
The evening began with Sounds of Blackness performing
But hesidea clubs, they've performed
songs from their debut
Tiit Evobuion of Gospel. In an at benefits, like the Howard University
emotiooal JS minute performance of 30 talented vocalists and Hospital benefit for Boarder Babies,
a 10 piece cultivating on:hestra. the group performed hits such Marvin Gaye Day, the mayor's Youth
as "Optimistic" and "The Pressure Part II," produced by Summer Program and the Apollo. They
super-producen. Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis.
won both major fall and springvariety
Next, comedian extraordinaire, Siobad, was in rare form

al"-

with a hilarious SO minute stint cracking jokes about hair

weaves, D.C !OC"ls, D.C heat and K-Mart shopping.
"lay-a-way was happening In the '70s," he said. ·we
med to drive down the •tree! lo K-Mart to look at my clothes
on lay-a-way and say, 'I'm gonna have that in two years.' ..

But, despite the laughs, people were ready for the show
to begin.
'
The elaborately staged set began with the tune from the
198S number one hit, "Stop To Love." Suddenly, Luther
made hil grand entrance to center stage.
•

L·R: Cannon, Frisby, Covert, Barnes, Brown .of No Name Necn18ry
shows last year and will he perfoming this
weekend at the Black Family Reunion.
aearly the Apollo, 'da granddaddy of
all variety shows, was their introduction to
"the major music market. "
They
performed with no "in house" support but
themselves; however, after performing,

•No Name Neceuary" words that mate

their group ao compelling. lt'a their fualoa
said. "We had no one lo boclt ,. up. Just of a llDIOOlh goopel llOWld and a"we'JO-j ....
us. Everyone else had friends, busloada of hangin'-out" humony. Shruggina .off
people to clap for them. We went up there 1tereotype1 of the "Manhattan
ourselves to perform and gained an Transfertrake 6• acappela sound, No
Name Neces1ary •tarts with goopel bun
audience.•
But regardless of the gaining of
fanciers, "No Name Necesaary" claims

they believe they GAINED the audience
that was previously nonexistent, placing in

that they do not have a specific audience.
"We Want everyone to listen," Brown

the top four among fortysomething
contestants.
'We weren't with anybody," Cannon

said. "Eve"'rybody's not gonna like what
you do. But we pray that as many people
will be attracted to our sound u poeaible.

Black Ch11rch, life decisions discussed
in Gardner's new release, King Ja~es
I

Vandross ' impressive performance contained his
signature atyle complete with up-tempo grooves end romantic
ballads. The lavisli three-level stage and his extraordinarily
•

~le

lend their eus to lyrics.1 BUt 'No N -

thought (actually, it was downright
•

·

rich voice created an enviromnent of entertainment luxury.
Tine notca lnlO the neltl aong. the crowd went wild for
"If Only For One Nishi" and the aet changed to a nightclub
atmosphere a1 Vandro11 performed the 1984 cla11ic,

"&1pentar.•
Durin& the Vandro1a performance, the aet changed to
show a backdrop of Uaa Fischer'• debut album cover, So

lntenae In an alluring dreu of aequlna and pearls, Fiacher
teased the audience by only ainglns one tune, "How Can I
Eaac The Pain," cliaplaybla auch vocal lireworb that it WU
oridmt ahe ahmld've have pen tho crowd more.
After memorable renditioDI of *'Give me 'lbe Re110a"
and "I Get A Rush, the lights dimmed and Vandrou began
"House la Not A Home," creati•& 'Cho and reverb opOcial
effects with the help of an nulleDt technical aound crew.
The pmd finale of this Ille ol&ht spoctan lar ended with tbe
1991 megahl~ "Power of Love" where Sounda Of Blac>;neu
and Slnbad returned to the atsp.
Everyooe wu lbsolutely captivated dancing and clapping
to infOI •Jr4a1 haa•••111lca M the night ended. Vandrou' twoChristina B111i191 (right) and Hop1 Bninclon In fllm King Jame• Version.
hour perform.nee wu marked with a:cellenr.e.
1

By Knln Hyii lft •nd

(think Comi1sioned ) and builds to a

rhythm- an R&G ("rhythm and goopel"
u they call It) CX>NCEPT (nix category) u
they like to call it.
It ' s sorta like a musical recipe: a
apoonful of jazz. a pinch of gospel 'and a
daah of aoul.
·
sent to the South to stay with bu

grandmother. The grandmother
provides tbe noces11ry at••apbere for
urla1 • bot 1ummer that Rachel to explore and enc:ounter the
delivered an exciting anay of "!'!!'1 questioos that c:oofuse her. Her
films by black directon comea "King experiences in the South act u a
James Version", a $12',000 budget learning experience that .wist her
film that deals with hard-bitting isauea later on in the film with m1kln1
that1 affects religious communitiea of decisions for henelf.
"King Jann Venion• ii pw b4
the 1990s.
Written, directed and produced by with veteram of both 1tsge and mm
Rohen Gardner and fil-ed in Harlem. The late Joan Pryor, who died ahortlJ
NY, "King Jamea Venlon" palnta a after filming, appeared In "Ain't
picture of a. 12-yeu-old girl named SllppC* lo Die a Natunl J)oatb" Ud
Rachel Daniels (portrayed by on television'• •search For
Christine Bragp), who is ca.Pt ID ,Tomorrow.•
Loulae Mike, co-atsrrlna u tile
the middle of her porenta' llnlUle lo
prac:tiao clllferent waya of rell,ion ID arandmother, appeared in ·Aa.111
Heart" ud EUwoodloa Wlllh••, a
the same house.
Rachel'• mother, Bather Pearl profelw of drama ac the Mubstt''
(Joan Pryor). fin It dlatnrbiq that Community Colteae, starred la
the church is lanorlDS the needs of Gudner'a prevloua film, 'Cluethoee ID the commUDllJ' that ue DOI and Aapl .."
Director Robert Gardner'• flnl
ye~ aavpd. Her fatltet, Jesse
. (BUwoodloa WllH•s). ft•-" hfm•lf film, "Clarence and AD1et•, aad
caupt between tho demands of tho current production 'ICIDI Jamea
church and tho reallntlon that theJ vemon•. have recel.~ •itliazsl ....
are 11norl•& the need• nf their lnterDltlonal critical acclaim
'Kl•& Jamel Venloa• cea be
daughter.
.
Due to Jesse ttiklaa on a 11CODd viewed at the dlatrlct'a Blopapll
job and Bather Pearl dovotln1 the 'Ibelltre for ODD 'A"t'k oalJ, Sz; t r'•
.
majorllJ' of her time to p11chlna "the :IG-26.
Loni'• wont• cm die suzet, R• Itel ii
Chol1tell N1l:eon
Hiiitop S1afl Wrttere

D
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Using the simple to portray the complex ·
Black man's struggle in Louisiana shown in fictidnal work
By John L Jackson Jr
Hilltop Staff Writer

Ten Seconds
Louis Edwaros. Graywolf Press
166 pp. $8.95
.It was Langston Hughes who
claimed that a regional black character
(like his own simple), a character
intended for the people who belong to

bis own race, if written about wannly
enough and humanely enough, can

achieve universality.

'·

Hughes' S!atement is profound
yet simple, and its power of truth is

evident throughout the canon of
literary classics. Louis Edwards' first

novel may not be a classic, but it

surely uses a particular regional
phenomena-a black man's life in and

around Louisiana-and carries it to
univers:alismj you don't have to be a

•

black man to appreciate the insightful
prose of Ten Seconds.
Wbolistic portrayals of black
male life in America have been few
and far between-especially in recent
memory. To buttress such a notion.
we need not confine ourselves to
American fiction. The cinema, one of
the most powerful vehiCies of artistic
expression in the world today, can be
consic;tered a major cu~prit in the
creation and promotion of one-sided,
stereotypical images of black men.

•
With that in mind, it is often
refreshing to find 1 work which docs
not fall prey to those commonly
accepted false depictions. Ten
Seconds is such a work, and the light
of its honesty and sincerity can serve
to illuminate the dark corridors of
ignorance entrapping the mind's of
many people.
The novel's main character,
Eddie, is 26-years-old when Edwards
begins bis story and 26 when be ends
it; however, the novelist spins an
interesting structural web by taking
the reader, through time, to various

stages in Eddie's life stages when be
is both older and younger than that
age.
The novel speaks of deja vu as it
consuucts a world not confined to the
idea of a natlml progression of time.
At 26, .Eddie bas the power to foretell
where bis life is headed based on
where.bis life bas 'been. His concept
of time is undeniably destroyed by the
realization \bat he, in fact, has no
power to change the road be is forced
to travel What is time to a man that
has no power to use that time as an
agent for redemption?
Eddie is a man searching for life
amidst what could appear to be
inevitable death. The search is for
himself-who he really is or wants to
be-and the difficulty of completion

of his searches is only compounded by
the amount of time be bas to perform
that search: Ten Seconds.
·
Running a race. a 100-yard dash,
for bis very existence, Eddie is
fi~ting against insurmountable odds.
But the book is not a funeral or
eulogy; it is a coming to agreement
with one's lifestyle and an acceptance
of one's mistakes.
The author's richly spiced prose
bends and turns. The language is at
once faScinating and real, anger mixed
with frustration, as the unsuspecting
reader is lead in and out of Eddie's
world-a world trapping some and
freeing others.
An important theme that keeps
popping up in Edward's piece is
circularity: whatever is happening
presently in life is a result of similar
events that have happened before.
This idea is sewn throughout the
fabric of the tex~ and there is even an
atiempt by Eddie to break this cycle.
A five year-old Eddie is at the
beach with his family, and his father
takes him out into the depths of the
ocean. Eddie floats atop the water in a
tire tube, but his father swims and
splashes be~ide him. ''Then daddy
went under again. Eddie watched for
him intensely. Where did Daddy go?
He wanted to know. Why and how
did he always come back? .. . How

would be Cver be able to get under the
water to follow daddy? Jn frustration
he slapped at the surface of the water.
Then he kicked at it as bard as be
could, but it wouldn't let his legs
move through it very fast. It pushed
hard back against them."
Eddie gets sucked up by the water
and almost drowns. His father is able
to carry him back to the shore safely,
however, and we then hear the
powerful anti-circular mentality of.
little Eddie. "He didn't want to team
bow to SWim, because if he did, he'd
be forced to do what Daddy did: keep
coming back." ·
•
This is a searing indictment of a
father by bis five-year-old son, and it
merits discussion and analysis. The
"lack of black male role models"
seems evident in society today. Most
young black children live in broken
homes with an absent father ·.vbether
that absenteeism be physical and/or
emotional.
In Eddie's case, however, the
problem isn't necessarily bis father,
but the world his father has to "come
back" into when he emerges from the
water. Eddie would prefer staying
under the world and not returning to
the cruel reality above the sea's
surface. Hone stays under ~ater, "the
water could carry you to a good
place.''

Loul1 Edward• dig• Into the mind ol a black man In Ten Second&
Of coune Eddie ia forced to live
above the water and be must learn the
meaning of bis own existence from his
friends, bis relatives and inevitably
bimsett',
In the end, it will be Eddie who
d·e termi.nes if he can weather the
storm. The way he defines his life
will affect the way he lives it. "He
can never be anyone else, and there is
no need for him to try to be. He is, he

does.,.

•

The book is not only about
Eddie's life; it is about his world and
the People in it. At twenty-six, he

dreams of his past and the images that
shape it, images that mesh with
present reality to form a psuedoreality that cannot be separated from
its source and origin.
Edwards's picture of blaclc male
existence is a high speed roller.coaster
ride through a portion of black
America, a rollercoaster ride from
which the reader can still see many of
the nuances of black life. Ten
Seconds is an interesting treatment of
the black male pe"ona. The truth ,~
insight are unquestionable, and the
power of the prose quite evidenL

~
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Let me !int welcome the class of
1995 to the "Howard University

one graduate student, and one
undergraduate student.
(Such
family. You are now an important distinguished African-Americans as
part of Howard's illustrious history- Andrew Young. former United States
a history that has produced some of Ambassador and Mayor of Atlanta,
this nation's most important . and Earl Graves, entrepreneur and
influential men and women and pu~lisbcr of Black Enterprise
catalyzed some of this country's most magazine currently serve on our

powerful social movements.
Howard's legacy as a breeding
ground for Black intellectuality and
scholarship, as well as a powerful
mechanism for social change are
unarguable qualifiers for the richness

and uniqueness of the Howard
experience-an experience that will

change your life.
As your Undergraduate Trustee, I

am a full, voting member of tbC
University's Board of Trustees, the
most authoritative policy-making
body of the University. The Board of
Trustees consists of thirty(30)
individual trustees including tb·e4
president of the University, alumlli,
faculty, business and political leaders,

Board of Trustees.) In the broadest
sense, the Board of Trustees is
''entrusted'' with administering the
affairs of the university. The Board
sets most of the overarching policies
of the university, such as approving
the university's budget, establishing
admissions policies, and selecting the
university's president.

At it can be imagined, the Board
of Trustees has to often make
important, yet difficult decisions for
the university. Because the Board is
constantly attemptin¥ to position
Howard as a leader 1n the world
community, as well as ensure that the
university offers the highest-quality
educational experience, the Board of

•

Trustees must make sure that it is
capable of making the best possible
decisions for the university. The best
decisions, of course, are ones that
take into consideration all factors and
parties involved - students, faculty,
administration and staff, alumni, and
the immediate and larger AfricanAmerican community. This means
that the Board must operate with a
certain level of autonomy, or
independence. Now this is not to say
that no one on the Board of Trustees
ever considers external opinions on a
given issue. It does mean, however,
that this pO'Yferful, policy-making
body tries to remain relatively free
from being swayed into action
through simply narrow and 'one-sided
external influences.
Remember, the Board of Trustees
is empowered to decide what is in the
best interests of the entire university
community.
It is constantly
considering the; ''big picture."
Individual trustees must, therefore,

act in acoordance with what is best for
the whole university. Think about it.
Facultr want increased salaries;
alumni want more university
investment in their companies; and
students want lower tuition. If each
trustee considers only his/her agenda
without factoring in the variety of
perspectives facing a given issue, then
nothing will ever be accomplished,
simply because such a system would
continually foster division and rancor,
rather than mutual understanding and
re spect. For each trustee, the
responsibility is to present a unique
vantage point concerning university
matters toward crafting fair and just
policies that are in the best interests of
the entire university - students,
faculty, alumni, etc.
Specifically,
as , your
Undergraduate Trustee, I have the
unique opportunity of providinf a
undergraduate student's perspective
on issues facing the Board of
Trustees. As such, it is important that

I have a working knowledge of the

coqditions presently facing Howard
stui1cn'.ts, from registration to financial
aid, from security to dormitory
conditions, and other important
concerns. · 1 have been working
closely with HUSA and UGSA to
make sure that all student government
leaders work closely together to
ensure that the best interests of you,
the students, are sufficiently
understood. In order to keep abreast
of current student perspectives of
campus issues, I , along with the
Undergraduate Student Assembly,
will sponsor Student Interest Forums
to be held reriodically durin~ the
semester.
will also be writing a
monthly column in The Hilltop to
stimulate student opinion on various
issues. If you would like to speak
with me personally, please feel free to
stop by Room B-16 (basement) of

I am interested in hearing what you
have to say.

Locke Hall, 12:30 - lpm, Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
•

Ro E. Vedtt
UnJcrgraduate Trustee

A FULL SERVICE NAIL SALON
EXPERIENCED LICENSED PROFESSIONALS
•MANICURES •NAIL llPS •NAIL DESIGNS
•PEDICURES •SCUlPTlJRES •PARAFFINS
•

SPECl411Z1NG IN NATURAi LOOKING
NAILS, NAILS I RfNGTHENING & MEN'S
NAIL CARE
,

,,._

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR HU
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND .
ADMINISTRATION
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Sl)ielr.,ile.4
"'"" ink:fel

pri,rler 1ho1
ck/i1,ri laJer.
qua/ii)' printing (360dots
pn1nchJ
/l's rnll much

•

WALK-INS WELCOME

kl'JP1han
an atl"llgt'

lextbook.
aiut ii
11l'ighs

orUJ•.fi1e

""""' '
2616 GEORGIA AVENUE,
'
N.W.
• WASHINGTON, D.'C. 20001
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ACROSS FROM THE SCHOOL~
BUSINESS

•

Here's the deal: We've paired
some of the most popular
Apple®Macintosh®computers
with some of the most popular
Apple printers. Buyone of these
combinations, and save big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get

•

Macintosh Classic

going. This offer is availabJhinly
for a limited time. See your authoriz.ed Apple campus re5eller today
for details.
And discover the power ,_
ofMacintosh.iThe power •
to be your beSt®

Macintosh LC

·· SURE TO HAVE MOVIEGOERS ROLLING
IN THE AISLES WITH LAUGHTER' ..
1r'

ut makin' it!
JI.. .

•

Macintosh llsi

,

"\

Save whet1 )'Oii buy an affordable
Macintosh C/assi~ computer with eit/1(ff
an Apple St;'/eWriter or an Apple Personal
laserWriter' LS pn'nter.•

.la/ t' //It' 11/11.'i/ /l'lll'll I~111 1111 I' fl J; (!!,// -f }('l}i ir-

Save eve11 m<1re u1/1e11 )'UU h11y a ilfaci,ll<JSh LC
computer-<iur tnost affordahle c1ilor .~ysten1with either an AjJfJle -~l;•feWrifer
or an Apple Personal Laser Writer IS pri11ler. ••

111£11/l't' 11/t /l i 1//1 ~~11 ff~i ('(1111f!llf('/' 11·i/l1 t'i/{11·1·

u11 J1j1/1ft• /!t•1x1,11<1f 111.\t•r\\"rilt'r ,_,. rir
u11 A/1/1ft• f't 11xr111<1f /11sc•r\\'lril1 •r fil'/'J1ri11/t•r. ''

•

A/!* .'il)'°'Wrill'I"

'

11/~1'<· /\~'""'
/a>1,,1r·n1er 1.5

.--.
'
•

-

11/fJc' /\'r<tHU//
/<1.~·r\l

n/o•r I.I

•

.1/~ilc· /\•n..1u1/
111-<••·\I nl<'r •\ "/

/

'Off<'f applies only lO a MacinlOsh Ou.sic with a buih·in llan:I di'lk..
sold separately.

"Mon~or

•

For more information visit the
University Bookstore or contact Myrtle Crabbe at
806-6656 or Fran Poling at ComputerLand,

301/599-9555
*Save $125-800 when ·you buy a computer and printer bundle ·
Cl 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple lo(p, laser l'riter, MJl:inn:i!.h, S!ykWriter, and 1'hr: pom' to be your bes!" art rcgislemi lllldemarls of Ari* Computer, Inc.
/
Claijiic i5a rtRiStCml ~ ~toAoolc Com1>11ter. Inc.

,
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Each week The Hilltop is distributed to 44 locations around the Howard University community including the West Campus, East Campus and several bllsincsses along Georgia Avenue. For your convenience .we have provided the f~llowing
list where The Hilltop is delivered each Friday. Delivery to the first location, FOunders Library is made by approximately 8 a.m. All lacations should receive their papers by 12 noon. The number of pa~rs dropped at each spot vanes from
place to place. We are constantly trying to improve our circulation. If you have any questions or-suggestions about ciitulation or have not received a delivery in your building by 12 noon, please contact The H,//top at 8()6..6866.
Pictured on the map
'
•
6-Flne Aris Building
l·Founders Ubrary
2·Undergnduate Library
4-Locke Hall
5-Blackburn Center
3-School of Education
12-Bu.tt Gynasium
7-Dougla55 Hall
II-School or Social Work
9-AdministratJon Building
10-School ot Business
ll·Drew U.11
•
•
111-Colleg• or Medicine
13·Tubman Quadrangle
14-College or Pharmacy
IS-Biology Bwldlng
16-Betbun• Hall
17-Channel 32
24-Annex One: Nursing Allled Health
19-Colleg• or D<ntlstl')'
20·M•d/D<nt Libnry
21-Howard Hospital
23·Phy1lcal Plant Building
22-Slckle Cell Center
JO.Howard Plaza Towers West
25-C.B. Powell Building
26-Heallh Center
27-Scllllol or Engineering
29-Howard Plaza Towera Eut
28-School or Architecture
'

Not Pictured
32-Pynmld Bookstore
38-Sutton Plaza
44-Scbool or Divinity
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•

33-Dea's Delicatessen
39-Eton Towera

34-Slowe Hall
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36·Howard Inn
42-Notre Dame lbll
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Learn ho.w to:

•

\
•

• BEITER EXPRESS YOUR QUALIFICATIONS
•

• HANDLE STRESS INTERVIEWS

'

'
'

• RESPOND TO QUESTIONS

•
•

• j
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BRIGHTEN YOUR FUTURE
Mobll Corporation Cordlally Invites
.'

'

/

All Graduating Blsons
LAST CHANCE!!
•

Along with. Underclassmen Seeking Sunmer Internships
Co-Op positions, and Sophomore experience position;

.!n T~ Following Fields:
ENGINEERING:

Accounting, Finance, Manag~ment, Marketing, MBA,
Computer Science, Informat1~n Systems, and Math

~

I~~. .

•

FREE SERVICE!!!
I

•

BOOX TOUllSE.Jr, PJiUEJ1D8 •
r•vrxy •ow POR:

fiD

•

Whether you are looking for _that "right" first career step or seeking
to expand ~pon you~ academic experiences with a professio~ally guided
su11111er 1nternsh1p, you owe it to yourself t CY'i nvestigate Mobil. .

MAKE YOUR MOVE NOW!!!

HOMECOMIN6(S)
THANKSGIVING
WINTERIHOLIOAY
SPRING BREAK 92 IN

' AJ!CCJE~~ .
(Q)1r(Q) CG ffiAfiD Ilfi lY

October t5-t8 In the Blackburn Center

.

RATIS rcr

ALL UfWDn'DllAUO!At:

•

Job • Fair & Interview Signups, October 15 - 10 am to s pm
· [Please bring at least 3 copies of your resume.]
Interviews, October 16-18, 1991

I

&BJ!

r

1991 MOBIL CAREER WEEK
•

LOWUT AV•n

•

•

TO JOIN US DURING THE

" SludnllrlCUlly/Stlft'

All recognized student organizations that would like
to have information listed in the Organization
directory for the t 991 - 92 school year, please
submit your census form to the Office of Student
Activities, Rm . 117, no later than today!
Deadline : September 20, t 991

Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Environmental
Mechanical, and Petroleum
'

•

BUSINESS:

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

ARE DUE TODAY!

Chemistry _

SCIENCE:

-

CENSUS FORMS

'

.

.

•

"JAMAICA"

•
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IF&~ !IUIT({]) W
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SUMMER TRAVEL

Call 24 HOURS
Por Wo a: r 1t1t1ons:
4.KDRHA LU, Sh&dlmt~ 111 ju.

a.,.

2()2-791-179..f
omc•

SVV-S!n-SSJ..f

Pu 2111·746 9849
312 Oranae Road Montclair NJ 07042
A STUD!NTIALUMNI VENTUR.!

'

'

Mobil Corpor a1iori ls AA Equ al Opperturilly Employer
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PEACH is a comprehensive alcohol and other drugs training program designed
to educate students about alcohol and other drug abuse, to promote responsible
decision making and heatlhy lifestyles, and to increase awareness of alcohol and
other drug abuse prevention and int~rvention services. Training will be provide~
· by various noted academians and experts in the field of substance abuse.
Following the training period, there will be _a community/campus placement. I

'.

I

\

Sel~cted

participants will be paid $5.00 per hour for,training and more upon
completion of training. Training and placement will be held on week~nds and .
'other non classroom scheduled times. Participants will receive a certificate of , ·
completion upon fulfilling the stated requirements .
••

•

\

-

FOR APPLICATION AND MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
•

•

HOWARD UNIVERSITY DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION PROGRAM
\
UNIVERSITY
COUNSELING
SERVICE
.
\
)
\
6TH & BRYANT STREETS, N.W., C.B. POWELL BLDG.
•
TE~EPHONE: 806-6870 .
IL :
.
I
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BYTUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1991
NO LATER THAN 5:00 PM AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS
PLEASE CONTACT DR. MICHAEL BARNES OR MRS. KIM GREGG HALL
•
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Bison
The Mighty Bison find antidote for the Rattlers' bite
By ll.lynonl Clorko
Hilltop Stan Writer
A rattlesnake is most dangerous
when cornered. And with a Rattler

like Tony Ezell perched on the Bison
6·yard line with 42 seconds to go and
a 28-21 upset victory seemingly

ebbing from their grasp mere mortals
might have flinched.
But not the heralded ''Buffalo

Soldiers'' defense which appeared to
draw strength from spirits of Bison
•
past as they readied to withstand
E7.ell's final strike.

5

I

< •

-

y

PhAo ~ ICllllt'l l••dt*'•

Robert Taylor breeze• through the FAMU defense to score the Bison's second touchdown
befora the end of the first half.

'
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By Meynard Clorko ond
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•
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KINGS SHOPPING CENTER
011 MARTIR LUTJQ!R KING AVBllUB
LANDOVER, MD. 20783
301 772 DOUG

•

•

llulf IMI
nllUfifiii) ifllU+

@1R•1W @ll•19:C

WIE [9~Dlm<JI~
~ OOIID lAlAll ~~
Sp.ecial discounts to

I

HHltop Stan Writers
If you thought last Saturday's

hean·stopping win over Florida A&M
was exciting. you arc in for a treat
tomorrow as former Bison coach
Willie Jeffries brinp his tough South
Carolina State Bulldogs to Greene
Stodium to face the undefelled Bi10n.
Last yean conlest'had plenty of
druna u the Bison pulled out 23·20
win OD a Gary Mossop field goal
Of the key match ups to watch this
year the duel between BiSon
quarterback Donald Carr (who
currently Jeads the Dation in Division
I-AA passing efficiency with an
incredible 208.0 rating) and I-AA All·
American • senior safety Ricky Hill
promises to be spectacular contest
Carr bas already thrown for five

probleml for the Bulldop.
follt'a aoina to be a tough one
down to the wirc,n Carr said. ""Jeffries
recruited me and I'm sure he still
bows my wp and we•knesaes. •

touchdowns this year after completing
just eight last year.
Special teams will be key
elements in the game IS the B11Jldop
feature Freddie Solomon who in his
first game against Newbeny College
in Newberry, S.C .• returned four

Defen1ively the "Buffalo
Soldier•" will look to "hut down ~
punts for 159 yuds including one that IO(lbamoR fu'lhacl< Antonio Mackey
who led the Bulldop with 66 yuda
went 61 yuds for a SCOR.
The Bison will counter with Gary n11hfn1 apln• Newbeary College.
The 1econdary will have to•
"Flea" Harrell whose retum prowess
conte!!d with IO(lhomore quanerback
bas already become Iegenduy .
folMost of all, his size is so Robert Hembry who completed just
deceiving because he is so small. You tluee pu101 Jut game for 97 yards
don't Ralize the super football player induding a touchdown to aophomote
'
be is. As a kick returner he i's 10 split Ol!d Quincy Miller.
The Bulldop are also hoping lo
elusive and can go all the way
anytime. You arc always holding your showcase an Improved kicking game
breath until you see him dowu. He with fint·year player Matthew Young
will present a lot of problems for us,.. attemptina to shoie Up a depanment
that coa,t' Jeffries• Bulldogs at least
Jeffries said.
•
Carr also hopes to present a lot of two pza lut year.-

•

•

acintosh Computers
for Howard Un~versity!
SAVE $125 - $700 FxtrtJ,

•

SUPPORT BLACK O\\INED BUSINESS
'

Gory Harrell caught punl<r Craig
Hall's low delivery on the run at his
own 47 and speedily slashed across
lhe field 53 yards into the end zone
driving the crowd into a frenzy and
makina 1he score 21-14.
"I wanted to just catch the ball
first and then go for what I know, the
down field blocking is what sprung
me for the touchdown, n Harrell said .
The Bison defense appeared to
have solved the puzzle of "Ezell'' as
they aaain held the Rattlers to three
downs and a punt. Carr gave the Bison
a 14-poinl lead as he hit tight end
Troy Williams with a 10-yard scoring
dart.
' Down 14, Eull still had a deadly
reserve of venom ICft in his veins.
Last year, in Tallahassee, his
experience allowed him to prey on· a
youna Bison secondary for 323 yards
in a 39-20 Rattler win. Even with a
Rattlers in the first half.
.
two touchdown lead the secondary
Darney Hogan sprinted in began to get a bad cue of deja vu.
untouched and blocked Cedric Rawls
Ezell began engineering an
attempt. Hogan then sprinted 30 yards impressive drive which was aided
for the go ahead score making it 14-7. when Bison linebacker James Spe~
Yet, Carr brought the Bison right re?>rded an apparenl sack, but was
back as he scrambled for 20 of his 53 flagged for grabbing Ezell's face
rushing yards and got drilled while mask.
picking up a cr_ucial roughing penalty
. Ezell then trained his sights and
just as the Bison appeared ready 10 hit Tyrone Davis for a 17-yard gain
stall facing a third and 26 from the and then Duffey for 16. His next pass
Rattler 43· yard line.
was also complete to Duffey, but the
Defensive end Marcus1 Lampkin ball was stripped by safety Keith
committed the foul as hO charged Han~k and recovered by linebacker
through the Bison line and leveled Emmitt Smith at the Bison 10.
'
'
Carr well after
he released.
The
Hancock was named MEAC
penalty gave the Bison first-and-len defensive player of the ·week for his
at the Rattler 23.
performance. He registered eight
Four plays later Carr handed off unassisted tackles aDd forced two
to Robert Taylor who breezed into the fumbles.
end zone through a gaping hole in the
The teams lraded punts before
right side openCd by All-MEAC Ezell struck and led his team on a 60Tackle, Nigel Greene, culminating an yard scoring drive completing three
11-play, 57-yard drive to knot the passes for 4S yards and-then handing
score at 14 with 1:04 left in the half.
off to Duffey who took it the fmal 12
After the Bison ''Show timen yards to the comer of the end zone to
marching band finished strutting their cut the Bison lead to t
stuff at halftime last years Division I·

(>!~I)' •

iM:h? ~ IOOJMW!X'1~ ~ m> ct'J:(o1f0ru!XM~ Ii! HEiN
!MflNI@ 1!19( O<o1'1J:Q3 fNl 'U1:1( r!X!m 1'111UlJY!t;,1)
•

AA leader in punt returns decided to
show the fans that it WIS "flea time''.

Ex-HU Coach is back for battle

m

GEORGIA l FLORIDA AVBllUB
636 FLORIDA AVBllUB
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20001
202 667-DOUG

The'Crowd of 15,505 collectively
held their breath as his last ditch
fourth down pass bounced off of two
receivers and three defensive backs
before harm1essly falling to the turf.
There was much to flinch over
•
especially on the previous down when
halfback Gerald Duffey barely
overthrew a wide open Ezell in the
corner of the end zone after he had
handed off and gone out for the
haltback option pass.
Last week, Head Coach Steve
Wilson said that there would be no
problem focusing on the game against
Florida A&;M University-he.was right.
''This was a big game for us .
Florida A&M had lremendcius talent
and Ezell is certainly special," Wilson
said.
The duel fought last Saturday at
Greene Stadium waS one of the best
ever as the Bison beat the defending
Middle Eastern Athletic Conference
(MEAC) Champion Rattlers to remairi
undefeated as they prepare to play
coach Willie Jeffries' South Carolina
State Bulldogs 'ronw;row.
For those of you that missed this
classic match-up, -here are the
highlights' the fans in the stands were
treated to .
After a scoreless defensive battle
in the ·first quarter, J.iJ. Carpenter took
matters into his own hands in the
second quarter as he caught a 2-yard
scoring pass from Donald Carr .
Carpenter also rushed for 52 of the 75
yards gained in the drive.

Carr's desire to win seemed
evident as he completed a pass to
Carpenter with Rattler Wayne Key
wrapped around Carr's leg. The
quarterback squirmed and fired the
football even with the 6 feet 4, 240p:>und opp:>nbnt trying to stop him.
''I knew we had an outlet receiver
on the weak side, so when I saw him I
threw it and left the rest up to him,n
Carr said.
The excitement reached a fever
pitch on t·he second play of the
ensuing drive as Duffey took a sweep
around the right end and shot up the
sideline for 80 yards and a touchdown
to tie the score at 7 taking just 22
seconds off the clock and proving that
the Rattler offense could strike as
quick as their namesake.
Their special teams proved just as
dangerous turning the tables on a
Bison squad that blocked t~o punts
the previous week and httd come
tantalizingly close to two of the

Howa1~d lJ1live1~sity

Students with Currenl I D

l

I

On Back-'/b-Scbool Bundles!
"Ille Apple" Macint<1sh 1111 I..( ' is lhe m<:ist a fforJ11b1e color Macintosh

computer f<lr every pn1ject ·- pcrfecl for stude nts. f:ir.:Ulty, and s~ff. It has
;1 sleek, m1ldular design, yet delivers Sl.)lid JX!rf(1rm<1nt.'I." -- ;1nd with sound
capabilit ies! And, bec:1use it's ;1 Macinl(lSh, it's c rt~ y to leam and to use!
t·i.1r more inf{ltmi1tio,!I , c;1ll or visit:

Howard University Book Store
Mynte Crabbe, 202-BOM>658
240t 4th St., NW
Monday through Fri~ay
ntAf d , rJcLC-Color.-IS-11!
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Appointed Chairman of the EEOC
Clarence • • 1982-1990
- During his tenure he secured over a billion
should we now? And
· Our mothers and fathers
dollars in relief for victims of
'
Thomas
why
should
Clarence
discrimination.
endured stifling heat, vicious
from the
- In the year 1983 the EEOC filed 193 law
Thomas?
• dogs, and taunting crowds to
suits, by 1990 that annual figure had more
pine wood
than tripled to 640.
Just like Jim
win their freedom as
shacks of
- He !ought and won a $42 million employ·
Crow,
which
tried
to
ment discrimination suit, the largest In
Americans. They marched for
· Pin Point, Georgia, to the
EEOC history, against a major U.S .
limit
young
Clarence
Thomas,
freedom to take any seat on the
automaker. Over $10 million went to
marble
halls
of
the
Supreme
there are now
historically Black colleges and
bus.
Freedom
to
..
Court is nearly complete.
· organizations.
• •
others tryattend the same
• 1990 Appointed to D.C. Court of Appeals
Won't
you
march
beside
him
ing to keep
"II I or a member of my family were in
"The
reason
I
became
a
schools OPen to
trouble, he is th.e kind of person I'd like to
these last few steps?
him off the
lawyer
was
to
make
sure
appear before." Judge
~ their neighbors.
Call
your
·
nation's highDamon Keith, a Black jurist
that
minorities
,
individuals
Freedom to vote
on the U.S. Circuit Court of
Senator today to
who did not have access to
est court.
Appeals in Detroit, appointed
for the candidate
"When
ii
comes
to
by President Jimmy Carter
this society. gained access...
Like Bull ' let him know that
individual discriminof their choice.
• 1991 Nominated to U.S.
the objective has always
you
also
march
to
Cot1nor, tl1ey
Supreme Court "Judge
ation, his record is
They marched
. ' .
been to include those who
Thomas has been /ooktng
a beat of selfare sic ctng
pretty
clear.
If
a
bl
ack
out tor the vulnerable and
for basic human
have been excl uded...
reliance,
integrity,
the dogs on
man or woman has
victimized on the job, In
dignity.
•
the community and on the
--Cl<1rence Tho111<1S
hard work and
been discriminated
an innocent
court. I know that as a
Our parents
against.
he
'll
go
to
the
pride. Let hitn
Supreme Court Jusllt:e
man. These
didn't want to be
Clarence Thomas will
end of the earth to
know that you,
people are
continue to defend and
told where to sit
co
rrect
it.
..
protect the rights of the
like Clarence
!
defiantly
standing
in
front
of
needy. " Mrs. Margaret
or what jobs they could or
Ber11(l1111n
Hooks
Thomas, march to
Blish Wilson, Former Chair
. . .. .
his
march
to
the
highest
could not hold. They didn't
of the NAACP National
'
the
beat
of
Tile
wash1nglon
Posl
Judicial seat in the land.
Board from 1975-1984
accept the shackling of their
Augusl 17. 1991
Washington Post.
freedom.
The long, hard 1narch of
thoughts and actions then, why
August 6, 1991
'
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Clarence Tho ...
rYou're Taking A nd For
at (202) 224-3121.
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QlH your senator via the Qipitd s

Ad paJd fO<' by The Afrlctm American Freedom Ai!Jan<e
and the Howard UnWersUy Rep,t ibllcans
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DOUBLE TAKE ••• JOHN DEAN

CLIFF••• KHARI SAMPSON -

--
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1-/fY, DAVE . THERE':> A 6LO£K PA/<TY ,,

EVERY TiME WE GO OUT, W£ &ET

AT STH AND L. WAI/NA HJ T JT7

' BEAr VP OR KICK£0 our OF
THE PLACE MILES Fl/OM

'

/..lfll NO!

110/>tE WlTffOVf A RIDE AT
2 A.I>'. . !
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,.. WE &OT ARKE5TEO
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FRESHMAN RULES ... JOHN DEAN
.
. .
M~ 3r;ndf .-tr-.r 3Av<. ""- -lt,,d- cap~ o\' h

FREEMAN ••• KHARI SAMPSON

fRO

~dlfuj> t o w Ar n

,

cY\<.
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I
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Police tried reason
and threat:; to get
Frttman down,

• By game's end, the police
were hot to g!t Freeman,

but he escaped on a low-

flying helicopter he had
anonymously chartered .
The crowd cheered .

dos

w;...1....- ,
' I 'm ...........;... i.,..k.
"R~c L

Throughout the rest of
the game, he made a lot
antl-i:op stateml!:nts, in,, eluding leading a mass
chorus of N .W.A .' s
similarly-themed song.

r

J.ATFRJ

j"'ss old ~
wAe.n '+ jo1,-.~
About .\h:.SL "M.w Id
T

~'I. 6,8.
YDQ KNOW
~ffO 1 (INL f

tht third quarter of a dis·

mat football game, Frttman.

PJ&1. !

!

in the stadium, leaving the
mysttriow: rhetoric-spouter
frte to make a chancteri·

' BY ICIWI l

~MP50ll

~ '"~·

f

P!C.Z !

dium Ughtpoles . Security
bad been otbi:rwlse oceu·
pied wlth a brawl elsewhere

'

' SO!'r'LOrit..

HATE?

made bis second pu.bllc appean.nce atop one of the sta-

, stkally gn.nd entnnC!:.

'nur+in

l

I I

As angry as those cop5
were, we were lucky they
didn't turn on us instead.

Freeman won this
little contest ot wills.

AFRi'QUE ••• CHRIS JONES
'

WELL, 5REAIK

!JPfl I

WEbb, AINl

·

[)\TA

All N'T GOT

B b. ~P?/

AL.6 NIGHT

YfJUJ .
~ iitJOW/
i

UH... [) Hl..

7i-/AT's 1(!{£
Ff<(;filH

wm-JHOMRI>

'W.~DIJllL?

,,...._(jf.JYS 7RES£
DA'fS.•<j

(

.IM A

GOOCESS
-

OM WEST

AFRIOli·.

l:f5 .
SuPPo5E'D m

-s-·~-

AtID

MO Wf!O,

PIR4'/ Tfl.L, ' I

Elf A FOOlBAIJ.

MIGHT YOU
IBIE?
'--'

Pi.A"fP.?
~
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•.• ALL SHOW,
NO BALLS/
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ANNWJNCEMENTS
Howard University Dental
'6inic is offering ftee services:
1. Oral Examination
2. X-rays and cleaning
., For more info call (202) 8060062-3; ask for Dr. Kellem or '
Jeaye message,

Zeta Phi Beta
CAR WASH
Sept. 28th .
$3 cars'.
8am-3pm
School of Engineering
rnmpg J m
lnterested in ;volunteering at
Lalasba Homeless Shelter.

•

•

Coll 319-90W

Tonight, join Zeta Phi Beta
volunteering at Lala5a
Homeless Shelter
Cpll 319-9007 7

"PARKING AVAILABLE"
910 Euclid Street (half blk of
main campus)
$35/montb, or $300/year
sites individually assigned

•

p11 QOtU74-26to
•

EXTEND YOUR BEAUTY
Hair Extensions by Tracey
Lynn 723-4955. Jumbo Braids
from $25, Basic Braids.$50,
Twj5t ppd mqre,
Improve Speech Skills!
JOIN TOASTMASTERS!!
Undergi:~ate Lecture Hall

nn•xs 6 pm

Attention All Business Majors:
DELTA SIGMA Pl WEEK.
"Keeping Bu,siness in the
Black" Sept. 22-Sept. 27
Check b11lletin fgr dGtail5

•
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The Undergraduate Student
Assembly (UGSA) would like
' to invite the student body to
participate in our programs for
the semester. Learn more about
our ir,igams from our
. . .
coo inator, Tracy McFemn m
the tudent Government
Col
pg. All. VJSit our
sho-Jcase in the Undcrgi:aduate
Library , and stop by our office
jg Blaskh11m Boom 11 P,
CHUCK & BILLY'S CLUB
2178 .
10% DISCOUNT TO
HOWARD STUDENTS
BREAKFAST 10 AM
5 CENTS GLASS OF W1NE

WITII LUNCH 11:30-3:00 PM
FOR HOWARD EMPLOYEES
202·745-9885
2178 GEORGIA AVENUE,

Meeting: We<I., Sept. 25th
Place: School1hf Engineering
Aud

council magazine. All articles,
poems, etc. can be sent to ASIS
c/o 106 Blackbum Howard
Univ. 20059

N,W

Society of Women Engineers

806-20090010,

CarWasblll
Sat., Sept. 21st
Sch. of Engmeering
parking lot
9-12 and 3:30-6:30
Support the
Society of Black EniPneen
GMAT/GRE REVIEW
September 28 - November 23
DEADLINE- September 25,
806-7231/2

(SWE)

Meeting: Tues., Sept. 24th
Place: Sch. of Engineering
(1002)
Time; S gm

California Oub Meeting

SsJJt, 2,, 6 wn ;0 u1.6klp,m
Forum. Agenda: T-Sbirts,
Membership & Future

ATfENTION AI 1. MISSOURI
RESIDENTS!!
The Show Me State Ouh
meeting will be held Thursday,
September 26, al 7 pm in
; Douglass Hall (look for signs
specifying room number). Fiist
meeting of the new year, so all
please attend! Reftesbments

(2Q2)

positive attitude. Home
Improvement Co. wants to
deposit big dollars in your cash
• •
register.
Call Willie between 10 am • 8
pm (301) 927-6461
Deejay and Guitarist needed for
serious band ASAP. Call (202)
546-0J?At

Prepare For Career
Business and Engineering
Day Mobil Oil presents
Majors seeking
336 F01JNQEBS 1 JBRABY
intemsbips:Delta Sigma Pi will · lnterviewing Skills
NONVIOLENCE ·
Resume Writing
INTERNATIONAL WANTS , bold an INROADS
Corporate Etiquette
PHILADEI .PHIA information
YOU! We are a non-profit,
non-partisan organization which session Monday, September 23 September 25, 1991
•
•
SB Student Lounge
,.at 6 pm in the School of
educates and trams groups m
•
B11sjpG§§
rgpm
400,
5pm
nonviolent action. We seek
•
Ms. School of Business Pagent Georgia Oub Meeting
motivated students to organize
September 24, 1991
Theme:
local chapters for training and
Room 124 Qrn1glaM Hall
"The Beauty of Blackness
to support nonviolent struggles
Eternally Uplifted"
in the U.S. and around the
JOBS
School of Business Auditorium MODELS/ACTORS
world. Contact
·
Mgnda&
Scpt;mber
JO
7
pm
NI, Box 39127,
NEEDED!! For casting in
Air Products presents
Friendship Station,
print ads, commercials, and
Assisting with Individual
Washington, D.C. 20016,
film extras. For more
Resumes
October
1,
1991
phone (202) 244-0951, or fax
information , call
SB rm. 428
(202) 244-6396,
StarLauncbers at
JJ;00-12;30
gm
FEMALE SINGERS
202-965-4428,
CHUCK & BILLY'S CLUB
UPBEAT RECORDS AND
Earn $500 - $1500/month
2178
PALM PRODUCTIONS IS
3-6 brsJwk
HOT NEW PLACE FOR
LOOKING FOR SOLO
No selling/No talking
YOUR NEXT PAKIY
AKl'IST THAT HAVE WHAT
Call (301) 953-0700 Ext. 55x
SPECIAL PAKIY RATES
IT TAKES, AND HAVE A
24 hr reoordjpg
STRONG DESIRE TO MAKE THURSDAYS BIG BLUE
EARN WlllLE YOU LEARN.
NIGHT (LNE DJ) 4-9 PM
IT AS R&B SINGERS. ALL
HOME IMPROVEMENT CO.
ORIGINAL MATERIAL WILL 10% DISCOUNT TO
IS HIRING FOR PIT
HOWARD STUDENTS &
BE GIVEN TO YOU.
SALESPEOPLE
EMPLOYEES FOR
SERIOUS ONLY PLEASE.
INTERESTED IN MAKING
CALL MR. MORIN (301) 593· BREAKFAST STAKl'ING AT
25K TO SOK A YEAR, MUST
10 AM & LUNCH 11:30-3:00
00()5,
HAVE A CAR,
PM
Al'l'ENTIONlll
R&B/Jazzish gro11p is
HAPPY
HOUR
4
TO
7
DAILY
COBISS Club Meeting
auditioning female vocalist who
2178 GEAORGIA AVE, NW
September 30th, 1991
can SANO! to do recording
f102.) 745-9885
Spm
wgrk, Call C202,) 543-8742,
Health Professions Club
SB Student Lounge
WANT TO BE A NEWS
Meeting
Topics: Representatives from
REPOIITER/ANCHOR?
Sept 25, 5:30 pm
tbeBQPA
THERE ARE STILL
•
Rm. 105 Locke
National Society of Black
POSmONS AVAILABLE AT
Speaker from Boston Univ. ·
Englneen (NSBE)
HOWARD'S NUMBER ONE
P>Jlege of pentj5try
RADIO STATION· WHBC.
EXPRESS YOURSELF!!
PLEASE CALL KASSANDRA
The Arts and Scierices Student
AT 806-6673,
Council is looking for pelJIOns
Marketing Majors would you
interested in writing for the
like to earn 35K per year P/T.

We3hlngtpn, D.C. 20005.

A large efficiency close to
school $410/month 13th month
is free.
A large one bedroom apt close
to school $440/month
13th month is free.
Qtll CJOll fi81-389J

Rooms- Spacious duplex,
recent renovation, ww,WD,
CAC, walking distance to
school, $350 and $370, 1/3
utilities. Contact: Ms.

229..2485,

1 Bedroom apartment with den.
includes washer/dryer; CAC;
parking space on Randolph St.
off Georgia Ave.
.
(202) 234 4413 (evenings best)
gr Ch02) 22t -fi7R2 <nieht bes()
ROOM4RENT
HARVARD & GEORGIA
AREA $265 INCLUDES ALL
REMODELED, D/W, W/D,
MIC
3
BLOCKS FROM CA¥PUS
CAJJ, 462-7456

PERSONAIS
Kellybely:
I'm looking forward to I
.
spending a lifetime with you. I '
can't express lo you bow much
I've missed you.
I love you •••

Micheal H.,
Happy ONE YEAR
anniversary, Honey!
lpye, TJ

Michael H.,
Happy ONE YEAR
anniversary, Honey!
Love,
(,
TI
Cedric,
'Z
You're #1 on the field and in
my heart! This may not be the
Washington Post, but you
understand, that's why you're
my boyfriend!!
Y011r#l FAN
James Y.,

FOR RENT

Qn1mmgpd (301)

882-862Q

Qi amp

AKI' SI'UDENTS: Small

C;Ompany seeks SERIOUS
AKI' Sl'UDENTS who can
draw human figures In action,
showing fadal emotions.
.
· Work at home. Set your own
hours. Supplement your
portfolio. Sharpen your
skill& Gain work experience.
All art supplies provided for
you. $50.00 for each page
(pendled and Inked) that
meeta our standards.
Send samples to:
Edu~tlonal Comics ,
1377 K SL NW, box 646,

wjll be seryed?

Actjyjties,

Do you have a car and a

'

Rooms available immediately
in Historic LeDroit P~k.
Spacious newly renovli\ed
rooms located on Howard
University campus. Desire
mature stable students. Call;

To the sweetest, softest lips on
camm1s= 1b!

you Koow whg!

Micheal "M&M" Soon-to-bedoc

Much luck lo you in your last
year.
Hope you did well on your
MOO last Saturday.
Karen-Iegppe ~pnection To the Brothers of Xi Chapter
Kappa Alpha Psi 'Fraternity lnc.

Welcome back to the Yard!
Study bard and make it happen!
From the Untouchable 21

Sg84,
TOTHEIB'S:
For me no application is
necessary- my credential~ are
"well built" if the only
requirement is to be qualified
then when you see me, this
note will be more than justified!

•

NASTY GIRi,

,Dedra Wilson (Ora): You are

the best roommate and friend a
girl could have. Thanks for
alwa~s being there through a11 ·
my colds, poorness, and •1 miss
my kelly"' stages. I love you
Bgp

•

STUDENTS GET OFF
TO ,A HEALTHY START
l\D IWO@l\D f!l IWl\Dii"WJIJ'ii1J@IW&.lb
®l\D [iil[iillUJ~® '\IMI] lblb
f!l!W~f!l W@l\D tr@:

•

* FO,CUS
* OBTAIN
•

•

•

There's always s~mething fun going on at Cypress Creek Apartments!

Student Special: Now save 600!*
•

• Park with jogging trails
• 24-Hr maint. guarantee
• 30-Day living guarantee
• 50o/o Rent/purchase plan

• Individual washer/dryer
• Brand new kitchen
• Full Community Center &
weight room
-

'

DIR: FromBellway, take New Hampshire Ave. four miles south to Eastern Ave. Left
on Chillum Rd. Leh on 16th Ave. Lett on Cypress Creek Dr. (Hyattsville)
'

(301) 559-0320

1

A NATURAL
BOOST OF ENERGY
THROUGHOUT THE DAY•
'
* DISPLACE JUNK FOOD
WITH A DELICIOUS
NUTRITIOUS SNACK.
TRY THE PRODUCTS
AND LET YOUR BODY
DECIDE IF THEY WORK ,
OR NOT. ALL PRODUCTS
. ARE 100%
GUARANTEED OR
MONEY BACK

lHI RIQIT POO:
2500 Calvert St.. NW
•

·'I

Meet representatives from teP graduate
schools at the GREjCGS FORUM
Don't wait for inspiration to strike. Come to the GRE/(GS Graduate
School Focum.
Ask representatives ¥/hat their~ have to offer. ·
different programs of study and obtain school catalogs
applkation forms.
.
While there, you can 0- take speci~ worl<shops on various
programs of stud)< financing your educatlOn and pr<panng for the
GRE exam. All for just a $3 admission fee!

CALL (703)751-3188

•

1

•

Quality Framing at
DiScount Prices

~Lyon's

DtlO'\.MJ DISf'UlllCll•

WOAUHOPsotEIM.U
lt.30-KkOO PRE-FORUM ~on

IO:l.5-lt.15

Den

Of Fine Art

1"45-]:15 GREProl!'amQuestionand

l:00-2.«I PolitialSdlla, Sc-' .Lo
~ .
2.{)0..100 Compur.:""'SO.-a,£tcln-4a...
llt>

Answer S'ession

•
GRE
"'"""'

~

llqtltrallonbsc~••l:OO•.rn.

FQr more information call GRE Inquiry:

(llR) 771-7670

:m.

~ ....... Gl\Elioonl ....... °""'"'dGnduol>-

'

EOUCAllON.4J.. TESTING~· -:ictthl ETSIOF d .,, ...
e I tgistel td trademarks fAEducational lestirt SlrYicl.

'3917
Georgia Ave. N. W.

(202) 726· ARTS

'
•

·'

'

lt:00-0.<IO HistOl')I Ps)'dloiol)I EcilK"im
.A.dmissionl and Financial Aid
12.iXM:OO 8loqic8I ScM ... ~
lssuesfacirethl ~Student
Scielas. Hllllh s..i. ...

11:-45-0.'45 GRE Test Pteparation
t.15·2:15 MinoritiesincndulteEducation

~~ARTERY
Equal Housing Opportunity

8j)0 a.m.-3:45 p.m.

Omni Shoreham Hotel

• Call Marketing Associate for details.

MANAGEMENT

Saturda~ September 28

Washington, DC.

.-

•

